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THE FIRES OF THE FOURTH CRUSADE 

IN CONSTANTINOPLE. 1203-1204: 


A DAMAGE ASSESSMENT'" 


T. }'. MADDEN/URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

With one map 

Looking back on the fall of Constantinople in 1204, Nicetas Choniates declared, "Thus 
it was that Constantine's fair city, the common delight and boast of all nations was 
laid waste by firc and blackened by soot, taken and emptied of all wealth, public and 
private, as well as that whirl! was consecratcd to God ..." I Convinced that Byzantine sins were 
ultimately to blame for the eapital's ruin, Nicetas elsewhere compared the fires whieh 
devastated the city before its capture to the flames which destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah, 
and judged the former "far more drastic." 2 Fire was not an uncommon hazard in a cit y as 
tightly packed with wooden structures as Constantinople. 3 But no previous blaze could 
compare with the three infernos set by the Latin crusaders during their protraeted stay on the 
Bosporus in 1203 and 1204. They were the first ofColl8tantinople's assailants able to exploit 
the city's inflammability as a means of its conquest.lt is the purpose ofthis study to attempt to 
describe, map out, and assess the devastation which the Fourth Crusade's pyrotechnic 
strategies visitcd on the great city before its fall. In each case, the fire's ignition and 
spread will be analyzed; the latter by identifying structures which were destroyed as well as 
those nearby which were not. More speculative is an assessment of the human costs ofthe fires. 
But these can be estimated based on the scope of devastation, population density, and 
comparative data from similar, yet better documented, catastrophes. Bf:yond the elucidation 
ofan important element in the histories ofboth the Fourth Crusade and the Byzantine capital, 
I hope this study will assist and prompt future research into the mechanics ofConstantinople's 
seemingly incongruous surrender in 1204 to a relatively small, fraetious, and poorly supplied 
Latin force. This is a neglected area of study in otherwise extensive work on the Fourth 

Crusade. 4 

• My thanks to Donald Queller who read and commented on a previous draft of this study; and 
to Karl Lorenz for his insights on the archaeological and comparative data. 

Nicetas Choniates. Historia, (ad. J .-L. van Dieten) 585; all English translations in this study 
from H. J. Magoulias (t.rans.). 0 City of Byzantium, Annals of Niketas Choniates (Detroit 1984), 

here 322. 
2 Nicctas, 576; Magoulias 317. 
3 See A. M. Schneider, Brande in Konstantinopel, BZ 41 (1941) 382-403. 
4 There is a tendency among some to find in actuality inevitability. Thus, Constantinople's fall 

in 1204 proves that no other outcome was possible. The events of the previous year, or even the 
previous century, are read backward from the crusader conquest. Cf. for example. G. Ostrogorsky, 
History of the Byzant.ine State, rev. cd. J. Hussey (trans.) (New Brunswick NJ. 1969) 417; E. H. 
McNeal and R. Lee Wolff, The Fourth Crusade, in: K. Setton (cd.), A History of the Crusades, II 
(Madison 1969) 185. The reasoning transforms wealthy, powerful, and populous Const.antinople into 
a doddering and decrepit relic of a failed empire. simply marking time until its impending demise. 
It also characterizes the professed amazement of crusader. Byzantine, pope, and king at thc outcome 
of the events into simple foolishness, affectation. or insincerity. I am currently preparing a study 
which will place the events of 12--13 April 1204 into the conte"t of Constantinople's larger history, 
and e"amine Byzantine options and decisions during those fateful last hours. 

T. F. Madden, The fires in Constantinople, 1203-1204 

The First Fire: 17-18 July 1203 (Table J) 

The first fire was set by Venetian crusaders on 17 July 1203 during the assault to 
put young Alexius on the throne. After capturing a large portion of the Golden Horn 
wall, the Venetians probably began moving into the city itself, but were forced baek 
by fierce Byzantine resistance. To cover their escape, the Italians put a number of 
buildings to the torch. The same strong winds whieh drove the Republic of St. Mark's 
galleys onto the shore of Constantinople also fanned their small tactieal fire into 
a massive and uncontrollable blaze. It spread quickly, destroying everything it 
touched. Residents in the area fled for their lives. 5 

The Venetians eoncentrated their attack near the Petrion Gate and, after capturing 
one tower, quiekly spread out across a good part of the defensive works. Their ships 
were still docked close to the gate so, when the time came, they naturally retreated 
to it. The ignition of the first fire, then, probably occurred very near there. 

Aceording to Nicctas, the blaze reduced to ashes everything between the hill of 
Blaehernae and the Monastery of Evergetes, extending into the city as far as the 
district of Deuteron. 6 Crusader sources, obviously less familiar with the city's topo
graphy, provide no additional detail, although Robert de Clari did claim that the 
destroyed region was the size of Arras. 7 Evergetes doister is generally considered to 
have been associated with the church today called Gul Camii. It lies a short distanee 
west-southwest of Petrion Gate (PetrikapI).8 If the fire were indeed set near Petrion 
Gate. then the easterly winds whieh fueled the Venetian seaborne assault would have 
driven the eonflagration into the area Nieetas described. Indeed, with few exceptions, 
there are no structures in that general area today which ean positively be identified 
as predating the catastrophe. 

Despite its course, the fire did not consume Pammacaristos monastery, which lay almost 
due east of Petrion Gate. 'Ibis is important since one would expect the monastery to havc been 
among the first casualties. Its survival must be attributed in large measure to its elevation high 
ahove the fire. That the blaze halted at Blachernae hill suggests that the winds, while powerful, 
were not sufficiently strong to drive the fire up a very stcep slope. From Petrion Gate, then, the 
flames consumed residenees and churehes on the lower ground along the wall and then made 
their way to Deuteron across the milder grade between Parnacaristos' hill (part ofthe Fifth 
Hill) and Blaehernae hill, in the Petra valley between the two. This explains Nieetas' 
description ofthe devastation, the destruetion ofOdalar Camn (Table I), and the survival of 
Pammacaristos. The last may also have been helped by its cistern from whieh monks could 
nIsh water to the encroaching fire below. Similarly, the great open cistern ofAetius to the west 
undoubtedly was responsible for halting the fIre's progress at Deuteron and saving the 
Monastery of Prodromos and the Convent of St. Nieholas. 

5 Nicetas. 545; Geoffrey de Villehardouin. La Con{Iuetc de Constantinople (ed. E. Faral, Paris 1938) 
sec. 174-6. 176-9; Rohcrt de Clari, La Conquetc de Constantinople ed. Ph. Lauer, (Paris 1924) sec. 
46,47; Devastatio ConstantinoJlolitana. in: Ch. Hopf (ed.), Chronique8 Greco-romaines inedites ou 
peu conllue, (Paris 1873) 89; Letter of Hugh de St. Pol. G. L. }: Tafel- G. M. Thomas, Urkundcn 
zur alteren Staaten- und Handclsgeschichte der Repuhlik Venedig I (Wien 1856) 309. The only sonrces 
for a Venetian advance into Constantinople are Villehardouin, who only implies it hy descrihing 
a retreat, and Alberic of Trois-Fontaines (MGH, SS 23, 881), who claims they advanced one-half 
league. All other sources describe only the taking of the wall, the ignition of the first fire, and the 
retreat to t.he boats. 

6 Nicetas, 545; cf. 568. 7 Clari. sec. 46,47; cf. Villehardonin, sec. 176, L 178; Dcvast.atio, 89. 
8 H. Schafer, Die Gul Camii in Ist.anbul: Ein Beitrag zur mittelhyzantinischen Kirchenarehitektur 

Konstantinopels, Istanbuler Mitteilungen. Beiheft. 7 (1973) 13-4. 
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Looking back on the fall of Constantinople in 1204, Nicetas Choniates declared, "Thus 
it was that Constantine's fair city, the common delight and boast of all nations was 
laid waste by fire and blackened by soot, taken and emptied of all wealth, public and 

as well as that which was consecrated to God ..." I Convinced that Byzantine sins were 
to blame for the capital's ruin, Nicetas elsewhere compared the fires which 

devastated the city before its capture to the flames which destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah, 
and judged the former "far more drastic." 2 Fire was not an uncommon hazard in a city as 
tightly packed with wooden structures as Constantinople. 3 But no previous blaze could 
compare with the three infernos set by the Latin crusaders during their protracted stay on the 
Bosporus in 1203 and 1204. They were the first ofConstantinople's assailants able to exploit 
the city'8 inflammability as a means ofits conquest. It is the purpose ofthis study to attempt to 
describe, map out, and assess the devastation which the Fourth Crusade's pyrotechnic 
strategies visited on the great city before its fall. In each case, the fire's ignition and 
spread will be analyzed; the latter by identifying stmctures which were destroyed as well as 
those nearb y which were not. More spet,"lllative is an assessment ofthe human CAlsts ofthe firt,'S. 
But these can be estimated based on the scope of devastation, population density, and 
comparative data from similar, yet better documented, catastrophes. Beyond the elucidation 
ofan important element in the histories ofboth the Fourth f..rusade and the Byzantine capital, 
I hope this study will assist and prompt future research into the mechanics ofConstantinople's 
seemingly incongruous surrender in 1204 to a relatively small, fractious, and poorly supplied 
Latin forcc. This is a neglected area of study in otherwise extensive work on the Fourth 

Crusade. 4 

* My thank. to Donald Queller who read and commented on a previous draft of this study; and 
to Karl Lorenz for his insights on the archaeological and comparative data. 

I Nicetas Choniates, Historia, (ad. .l.-L. van Dieten) 585; all English translations in this study 
from H. J. Magoulias (trans.), 0 City of Byzantium, Annals of Niketas Choniates (Detroit 1984), 
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3 See A. M. Schneider, Brande in Konstantinopel, BZ 41 (1941) 382-403. 
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in 1204 proves that no other ontcome was possible. The evenls of the previous year, or even the 
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History of lhe Byzantine State, rev. ed. J. Hussey (trans.) (New Brunswick NJ, 

McNeal and R. Lee Wolff, The Fonrth Crusade, in: K. Setton (cd.), A History of the Lrusaues, 

(Madison 1969) 185. The reasoning transforms wealthy, 
a doddering and decrepit relic of a failed empire, simp! _ 

It also characterizes the professed amazement of crusader, Byzantine, pope, and king at the outcome 

of the events into simple foolishness, affectation. or insincerity. I am cnrrently preparing a study 

which will place the events of 12-13 April 1204 into the context of Constantinople's larger history, 

and examine Byzantine options and decisions during those fateful last hours. 


T. F. Madden, The fires in Constantinople, 1203-1204 

The First Fire: 17-18 July 1203 (Table I) 

The first fire was set by Venetian crusaders on 17 July 1203 during the assault to 
put young Alexius on the throne. After capturing a large portion of the Golden Hom 
wall, the Venetians probably began moving into the city itself, but were forced back 
by fierce Byzantine resistance. To cover their escape, the Italians put a number of 
buildings to the torch. The same strong winds which drove the Republic of St. Mark's 
galleys onto the shore of Constantinople also fanned their small tactieal fire into 
a massive and uncontrollable blaze. It spread quickly, destroying everything it 
touched. Residents in the area fled for their lives. 5 

The Venetians concentrated their attack near the Petrion Gate and, after eapturing 
one tower, quickly spread out across a good part of the defensive works. Their ships 
were still docked close to the gate so, when the time came, they naturally retreated 
to it. The ignition of the first fire, then, probably occurred very near there. 

According to Nicetas, the blaze reduced to ashes everything between the hill of 
Blaehernae and the Monastery of Evergetes, extending into the city as far as the 
district of Deuteron. 6 Crusader sources, obviously less familiar with the city's topo
graphy, provide no additional detail, although Robert de Clari did elaim that the 
destroyed region was the size of Arras. 7 Evergetes cloister is generally considered to 
have been associated with the church today called Giil Camii. It lies a short distance 
west-southwest of Petrion Gate (Petrikapl).8 If the fire were indeed set near Petrion 
Gate, then the easterly winds which fueled the Venetian seaborne assault would have 
driven the conflagration into the area Nicetas described. Indeed, with few exceptions, 
there are no structures in that general area today which can positively be identified 
as predating the catastrophe. 

Despite its course, the fire did not consume Pammaearistos monastery, which lay almost 
due east ofPetrion Gate. Thi" is important since one would expect the monastery to have been 
among the first casualties. Tts survival must be attributed in large measure to its elevation high 
above the fire. That the blaze halted at Blachernae hillsuggcsts that the winds, while powerful, 
were not sufficiently strong to drive the fire up a very steep slope. From Petrion Gate, then, the 
flames consumed residences and churches on the lower f,rround along the wall and then made 
their way to Deuteron across the milder grade between Pamacaristos' hill (part ofthe Fifth 
Hill) and Blachernae hill, in the Petra valley between the two. This explains Nicetas' 
description ofthe devastation, the destruction ofOdalar Camii (Table I), and the survival of 
Pammacaristos. The last may also have been helped by its cistern from which monks could 
rush water to the encroaching fire below. Similarly, the great open eistern ofAetius to the west 
undoubtedly was responsible for halting the fire's progress at Deuteron and saving the 
Monastery of Prodromos and the Convent of St. Nicholas. 

5 Nicelas, 545; Geoffrey de Villehardouin, La de Constantinople (ed. E. Faral, Pans 19:'18) 
sec. 174-6, 176--9; Robert de Clan, La Conquete Constantinople ed. Ph. Laner, (Paris 1924) sec. 
46,47; Devastatio Constantinopolitana. in: Ch. Hopf (cd.), Chroniques Greeo-romaines ineditcs ou 
peu eonnues (Paris 1873) 89; Letter of Hugh de St. Pol. G. L. J:.'. Tafel - G. M. Thomas, Urkunden 
zur alteren Staaten- und Handelsgeschichte der Republik Venedig I (Wicn 1856) 309. The only sources 
for a Venetian advance into Constantinople are Villehardouin, who only implies it hy describing 
a retreat, and Alberic of Trois-J:.'ontaines (MGH, SS 23, 881), who claims they advanced one-half 

All other sources describe only the taking of the wall, the ignition of the first fire, and the 
retreat to the boats. 

6 Nicetas, 545; cf. 568. 7 Clari, sec. 46, 1.7; cf. Villehardouin, sec. 176, I. 178; Devastatio, 89. 
8 H. Schafer, Die Giil Camii in Istanbul: Eirl Beitrag zur mittelbyzantinischen Kirchenarchitektur 

Konstantinopels, lstanbuler Mitteilungen, Beiheft 7 (1973) 13-4. 



75 74 1. Abtcilung 

After one day the fire subsided and its last embers were extinguished. 9 Approxi
mately 125 acres (50.5 ha.) were reduced to rubble. The devastation would later prove 
useful to the Latins. When they entered the city on 12 April 1204 the main body 
of the crusader forces pitched their tents in the "great open space" which the Venetians 
had cleared with their fire the previous July.HI Protected from street fighting and 
guerrilla raids, the Latins planned to hold and defend the burned region, accepting 
battle only there. In fact, if the Byzantines refused combat, the crusaders planned 
to increase the open space by again setting the city ablaze. II The Frankish form of 
warfare required wide, clear areas which their fires provided for them. 

The Second Fire: 19-20 August 1203 (Table JI) 

Around, or probably on 18 August 1203 a Byzantine mob, in a frenzy of anti-Latin 
hatred, descended on the Latin quarters along the Golden Horn. 12 Nicetas bitterly 
condemned the "city rabble" who "senselessly razed and reduced to ashes the dwell
ings of the Western nations ... making no distinction between friend and foe." The 
friends were the Almafitians and the Pisans, many of whom fled the carnage and 
joined the crusading host in Galata. 13 The foes, obviously, were the Venetians. While 
locally damaging these small fires did not rage out of control. They were probably 
confined to individual shops, houses, or small neighborhoods. Despite their seething 
frustration, the Byzantine arsonists took care to avoid spreading flames which might 
destroy their own homes. 

On the following day, 19 August, a group of armed Flemings, Pisans, and Venetians 
crossed the Golden Horn on fishing boats and descended on a seaside mosque. The 
Moslem worshippers fought back, calling also to their Byzantine neighbors for as
sistance. The western looting party retreated but, according to Nicetas, used fire to 
eover their escape. An ill wind from the north whipped the flames into a roaring 
and deadly inferno. According to Nicetas, the tire raged for two days and two nights. 
Villehardouin, watching from Galata, recorded that the fire lasted eight days. 14 Both 
are probably correct. Nicetas may have been referring to the great fire which swept 
so quickly through the city, while Villehardouin was recording the duration of fires 
he witnessed still raging in the city on following days. The Great Fire of London in 
] 666, which bears many similarities to the second fire in Constantinople, burned for 
a little over three days. On the fourth day falling winds starved the monolithic inferno, 

9 Devastatio, 89. 
10 VilIehardouin, scc. 244, II, 46, calls the area "unes places granz." Nicetas 568, states that the 

crusadcrs occupied a region "which had been set on fire, the buildings within razed to the ground 
... " (Magoulias 312). 

II Clari, sec. 78, 78--9. 
12 The dating of this riot and the subsequent setting of the second fire has caused some minor 

confusion. Nicctas 553. states precisely that Flemings. Venetians, andPisans crossed the Golden 
Horn on 19 August and set the second fire. In the preceding paragraph (552), he relates the specifics 
of the earlier ri~t, but provides no date. The Devastatio, 89, puts the riot between the Greeks and 
Latins "in oetava beate assumptionis Marie." Ch. Brand, Byzantinm Confronts the West. 1180-1204 
(Cambridge, Mass. 1968) 247, read this as on the Octave Day of the Assnmption, which is 22 August. 
However, it should be read within the Octave of the Assumption, which is the week of 15-22 August. 
Brand then reversed the dates, putting the riot around 19 August and the raid on the mosque around 
22 August. Subsequent historians have used Brand's dates. Cf. D. E. Queller, The Fourth Crusade. 
The Conquest of Constantinople, 1201- 1204 (Philadelphia 1977) 118. 

13 Nketas 552; Magoulias (as n. 1) 302; Villehardouin, sec. 205, I 210. 
14 Nicetas 553; Villehardouin, sec. 204, I 208; the B manuscript of Villehardouin reads seven days, 

O. Derniame, et al. cds. La conqueste de Constantinoble (Nancy 1978) 46. 

T. F. Madden, The tues in Constantinople, 1203-1204 

but were sufficient to keep localized fires burning. Witnesses across the Thames, never
theless, still marveled at the awesome fire, especially at night when it lit up the sky. 
But those inside the city knew that it was waning. The London fire still smoldered 
and occasionally erupted for weeks after it was officially extinguished. 15 

Nicetas vividly deseribed the flames of the second fire which "rose unbelievably 
high above the ground" spreading everywhere. "While in the past many conflagrations 
had taken place in the City ... ," he continued, "the fires ignited at this time proved 
all the others to be but sparks." The shifting winds urged the fire first one direction 
and then another. Like a river it broke into tributaries and then reconverged upon 
itself. Columns, statues, great structures "went up in smoke like so much brushwood." 
"Nothing," Nicetas lamented, "could stand before those flames." I/} The crusaders 
across the Golden Horn also looked on the deadly blaze in awe and sorrow. Geoffrey 
de Villehardouin recorded that the barons "were extremely grieved and filled with 
pity, seeing the great churches and the rich palaces melting and collapsing, and the 
great streets filled with merchandise burning in the flames, but they could do no
thing." 17 

According to Nicetas, the "first kindling" of the second fire was the mosque of 
the "'Agarenes' called 'Mitaton' in popular speech." He later described the mosque 
as "situated in the northern section of the City sloping toward the sea next to the 
church built in the name of Hal;,.-ia Eirene." 18 This mosque was one of Constantinople's 
newest. Sometime before his deposition in 1195, Isaac 11 Angelus erected the worship 
place as a gesture to Saladin. 19 Nicetas carefully distinguished this mosque from others 
situated furtber west in the Moslem quarter by identifying its neighbor, Hagia Eirene: 
Nicetas was not referring to the famous church of that name near Hagia Sophia, as 
some have stated, but rather "Hagia Eirene by the sea," located on the shore of the 
Golden Horn. 

20 
This chureh was sometimes identified by its district, Perama. The 

original church was built in the fifth century, outside the city walls. In fact, it stood 
so close to the water' s edge that waves often washed through the church doors. 
After it later burned down, it was partially rebuilt by Manuel Comnenu8 a few decades 
before the Fourth Crusade arrived. The new building was erected on a quay to avoid 
water damage. 21 It seems to have remained unfinished in 1203. 22 The Perama district 
lay between modern Bahkpazar and Odunkapl. We know from a reference to the 
church in 1136 that the structure was in the Pisan quarter. 23 Since Perama and the 
Pisan quarter overlapped only at the far eastern edge of the former and western 
edge of the latter, Hagia Eirene by the sea must have stood there. The neigboring 
"Mitaton" mosque, then, was outside the eity walls, either in Perama, the Pisan quar
ter, or (more probably) both. It likely stood not far from modern Yeni Valide Camii. 

IS W. G. Bell, The Great Fire of London in 1666 (London 1920) 162--4,175. 

16 Nicetas 553--4; Magoulias (as n. 1) 303. 

17 Villehardouin, sec. 203, J 208. 

18 Nicetas 553, 554. 


19 R. Janin, Constantinople byzantine. Devcloppement urbain et repertoire topographique. (Paris
21964) 258. 

20 Nicetas 206. In bis commelltary, MagouIias, (as n. 1) 385, n. 554, makes this mistake. Sce H. 
Janin, La geographie ecclesiastique de I'empire byzantin (Paris 21969) 106-7. Magoulias 117. also 
glosses the church's founder as the emperor Marcian. It was actually St. Marcian, who was a con
temporary of the emperor. Sec Janin. GE 106. 

21 Janin, GE. (as n. 20) 107. 
22 Nicetas, 206. 
23 Janin, GE (as n. 20) 107. 
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Mter one day the fire subsided and its last embers were extinguished. 9 Approxi
mately 125 acres (50.5 ha.) were reduced to rubble. The devastation would later prove 
useful to the Latins. When they entered the city on 12 April 1204 the main body 
of the crusader forces pitched their tents in the "great open space" which the Venetians 
had cleared with their fire the previous July.1O Protected from street fighting and 
guerrilla raids, the Latins planned to hold and defend the burned region, accepting 
battle only there. In fact, if the Byzantines refused combat, the crusaders planned 
to increase the open space by again setting the city ablaze. II The Frankish form of 
warfare required wide, clear areas which their fires provided for them. 

The Second Fire: 19-20 August 1203 (Table II) 

Al'Ound, or probably on 18 August 1203 a Byzantine mob, in a frenzy of anti-Latin 
hatred, descended on the Latin quarters along the Golden Horn. 12 Nicetas bitterly 
condemned the "city rabble" who "senselessly razed and reduced to ashes the dwell
ings of tbe Western nations ... making no distinction between friend and foe." The 
friends were the Almafitians and the Pisans, many of whom fled the carnage and 
joined the crusading host in Galata. 13 The foes, obviously, were the Venetians. While 
locally damaging these small fires did not rage out of control. They were probably 
confined to individual shops, houses, or small neighborhoods. Despite their seething 
frustration, the Byzantine arsonists took care to avoid spreading flames which might 
destroy their own homes. 

On the following day, 19 August, a group of armed Flemings, Pisans, and Venetians 
crossed the Golden Horn on fishing boats and descended on a seaside mosque. The 
Moslem worshippers fought back, calling also to their Byzantine neighbors for as
sistance. The western looting party retreated but, according to Nicetas. used fire to 
cover their escape. An ill wind from the north whipped the flames into a roaring 
and deadly inferno. According to Nicetas, the fire raged for two days and two nights. 
Villehardouin, watching from Galata, recorded that the fire lasted eight days. 14 Both 
are probably correct. Nicetas may have been referring to the great fire which swept 
so quickly through the city, while Villehardouin was recording the duration of fires 
he witnessed still raging in the city on following days. The Great Fire of London in 
1666. which bears many similarities to the second fire in Constantinople, burned for 
a little over three days. On the fourth day falling winds starved the monolithic inferno, 

9 Devastatio, S9. 
10 Villehardouin, sec. 244, II. 46, calls the area "unes places granz." Nicetas 568, states that the 

crusaders occupied a region "which had been set on fire, the buildings within razed to the ground 
..." (Magoulias 312). 

II Clari, sec. 7S, 7S-9. 
12 The dating of this riot and the subsequent setting of the second fire has caused some minor 

confusion. Nicctas 553, states precisely that Flemings, Venetians, and Pisans crossed the Goldcn 
Horn on 19 August and set the sccond fire. In the preceding paragraph (552), he relates the specifics 
of the earlier riot, but provides no date. The Devastatio, 89, puts the riot between the Greeks and 
Latins "in oclava beate assumptionis Marie." Ch. Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West, 11So-1204 
(Cambridge, Mass. 1968) 247, read this as on the Octave Day of the Assumption, which is 22 August. 
However, it should be read within the Octave ofthe Assumption, which is the week of 15-22 August. 
Brand then reversed the dates, putting the riot around 19 August and the raid on the mosque around 
22 August. Subsequent historians havc used Brand's dates. Cf. D. E. Queller, The Fourth Crusade. 
The Conquest of Constantinople, 1201·1204 (Philadelphia 1977) 11S. 

II Nieetas 552; Magoulias (as n. 1) 302; Villehardouin, sec. 205, I 210. 
1< Nicetas 553; Villehardouin, sec. 204, I 20S; the B manuscript of Viliehardouin reads seven days, 

O. Derniame, et al. eds. La conqueste de Constantinoble (Nancy 1978) 46. 

T. F. Madden, The fires in Constantinoplc, 1203-1204 

but were sufficient to keep localized fires burning. Witnesses across the Thames, never
theless, still marveled at the awesome fire, especially at night when it lit up the sky. 
But those inside the city knew that it was waning. The London fire still smoldered 
and occasionally erupted for weeks after it was officially extinguished. 15 

Nicetas vividly described the flames of the second fire which "rose unbelievably 
high above the ground" spreading everywhere. "Wbile in the past many conflagrations 
had taken place in the City ... ," he continued, "the fires ignited at this time proved 
all the others to be but sparks." The shifting winds urged the fire first one direction 
and then another. Like a river it broke into tributaries and then reconverged upon 
itself. Columns, statues, great structures "went up in smoke like so much brushwood." 
"Nothing," Nicetas lamented, "could stand before those flames."16 The crusaders 
across the Golden Horn also looked on the deadly blaze in awe and sorrow. Geoffrey 
de Villehardouin recorded that the barons "were extremely grieved and filled with 
pity, seeing the great churches and the rich palaces melting and collapsing, and the 
great streets tilled with merchandise burning in the flames, but they could do no
thing." 17 

According to Nicetas, tile "first kindling" of the second fire was the mosque of 
the '" Agarenes' called 'Mitaton' in popular speech." He later described the mosque 
as "situated in the northern section of the City sloping toward the sea next to the 
church built in the name of Hagia Eirene." !8 This mosque was one of Constantinople's 
newest. Sometime before his deposition in 1195, Isaac II Angelus erected the worship 
place as a gesture to Saladin. 19 Nicetas carefully distinguished this mosque from others 
situated further west in the Moslem quarter by identifying its neighbor, Hagia Eirene: 
Nicetas was not referring to the famous church of that name near Hagia Sophia, as 
some have stated, but rather "Hagia Eirene by the sea," located on the shore of the 

20Golden Horn. This church was sometimes identified by its district, Perama. The 
original church was built in the fifth century, outside the city walls. In fact, it stood 
so close to the water' s edge that waves often washed through the church doors. 
After it later burned down, it was partially rebuilt by Manuel Comnenus a few decades 
before the Fourth Crusade arrived. The new building was erected on a quay to avoid 
water damage. 21 It seems to have remained unfinished in 1203. 22 The Perama district 
lay between modern Bahkpazar and Odunkap1. We know from a reference to the 
church in 1136 that the structure was in the Pisan quarter. 23 Since Perama and the 
Pisan quarter overlapped only at the far eastern edge of the former and western 
edge of the latter, Hagia Eirene by the sea must have stood there. The neigboring 
"Mitaton" mosque, then, was outside the city walls, either in Perama, the Pisan quar
ter, or (more probably) both. It likely stood not far from modern Yeni Valide Camii. 

IS W. G. Bell, The Great Fire of London in 1666 (London 1920) 162-4,175. 
16 Nicetas 553·4; Magoulias (as n. 1) 303. 
17 Villehardouin, sec. 203, J 20S. 
18 Nicetas 553, 554. 

19 R. Janin, Constantinople byzantine. Developpement urbain et repertoire topographique. (Paris
21964) 258. 

20 Nicetas 206. In his commentary, Magoulias, (as n. 1) 385, n. 554, makes this mistake. See H. 
Janin, La geographie ecclesiastique de l'empire byzantin (Paris 21969) 106--7. Magoulias 117, also 
glosses the church's founder lis the emperor Marcian. It was actually St. Marcian, who was a con
temporary of the cmperor. See Janin, GE 106. 

21 Janin, GE, (as n. 20) 107. 
22 Nicetas, 206. 
23 Janin, GE (as n. 20) 107. 
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76 77 1. AbteiJung 	 T. F. Madden, The fires in Constantinople, 1203-1204I There the mosque was plainly visible to the I.atins on the opposite shore, conspicu
II 	 ously lacking any substantive defenses. The temptation to plunder it must have been 

great for angry and frustrated crusaders anxious to prove their worth against Moslems. 
With one exception, historians 'of the Fourth Crusade who describe in any detail 

the "first kindling" of the second fire misplace it. Donald E. Queller and Donald M. 
Nicol, assume that the destroyed mosque was one of those in Constantinople's Moslem 
quarter, situated further up the Golden Horn. The error leads them to transform 
the plundering of one seaside mosque into the pillaging of an Islamic neighborhood. 24 

Charles Brand simply puts the mosque, rather ambiguously, "midway between 
Blachernai and the Bosporus," which is probably also a reference to the Moslem quar
ter. 25 Although Edwin Pears' reasoning was flawed, he nevertheless came closer, put
ting the structure in the Pisan quarter. Taking Nicetas' reference to Hagia Eirene 
to mean the church adjacent to Hagia Sophia rather than its namesake in Perama, 
he placed the mosque between Hagia Eirene and the sea, instead of near Hagia Eirene 
by the sea. 26 This puts the building deep within the Pisan quarter rather than on 
its outskirts, where it belongs. More recently, John Godfrey, probably using Pears 
and Nicetas (his footnotes are inadequate), described the mosque as resting on the 
shore of the Pisan quarter. 27 While this lacks reference to Perama, it is essentially 

correct. 
The "Mitaton" mosque may have been the "first kindling" of the blaze, but so 

large an inferno would require much more. The fire from the mosque, fanned by 
sufficient winds, could have ignited nearby Hagia Eirene, as well as a few landing 
platforms nearby. But the mosque and church were outside the great walls of the 
city. Alexius III had already razed most of the buildings which hugged the sea shore, 
leaving very little tinder for the fire to consume. 28 The immense second fire must 
have been set inside the walls as well. Nicetas suggested this, saying that the ma
rauders set the fire in a "goodly number" of locations. 29 The Devastatio Constan
tinopolitana also described a large number of Latin soldiers setting fires in the city. 30 

Edwin Pears long ago suggested that the Pisans were important actors in this py
rotechnic drama. 31 The correct placement of the mosque makes this case doubly 
strong. Only very recently, Pisans and Venetians were expelled from their quarters. 
Many lost their homes, shops, or warehouses to their Greek neighbors. The Pisans, 
Nicetas notes, were long time residents in the dty. They had shed blood to defend 
it only one month earlier. Now they were bereft of all. For the Franks in the marauding 
party, the mosque must have been the primary goal. For Latin former residents, 
the Greeks were the purpose of the venture. It seems likely that while Franks plun
dered Islam, Pisan and Venetians took torches to their quarters, paying their old 

friends in full for their losses. 

24 Queller, Fourth Crusade (as n.12) 119; D. M. Nicol, Byzantium and Venice. A Study in Diplomatic 
and Cultural Relations (Cambridge 1988) 139; cf. Magoulias (as n. I) 405, n. 1472. 

25 Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West (as n. 12) 247. The Moslem quarter was west of Perama. 
Placing the burned mosquc there makes Nieetas' claim that the fire spread west to Perama non

sensical. 
26 E. Pears, The Fall of Constantinople (New York 1886) 327. 

27 J. Godfrey, 1204. The Unholy Crusade (Oxford 1980) 114. 

28 Queller, Fourth Crusade (as n. 12) 89-90. 

29 Nicetas 553; Magoulias (as n. I) 303. 

'0 Devastatio 89. 

31 Pears, Fall of Constantinople (as n. 26) 327. 


According to the Devastatio, the expedition's goal was to aid Latin residents in 
the city who were under Greek attack. 32 But the Byzantine riot had abated, probably 
the day before. Most of the refugees had already fled to Galata. We must remember 
that after the second fire devastated the great city a heavy mantle of guilt descended 
on many of the crusaders. Villehardouin described the great sorrow and pity which 
filled the leaders' hearts. 33 One year after the embers had cooled, the court poet and 
fellow crusader Raimbaut de Vaqueiras was still reminding Baldwin of Flanders that 
"he and we alike bear guilt for the burning of churches and palaces." He implored 
the new emperor to press on to the Holy Land lest "our guilt before God ... be greater 
still." 34 As 	men do, some eased their consciences by blaming their victims. Greek 
persecutions, they reasoned, forced the chivalric warriors to set the city ablaze. So 
great was the desire to sanitize the events leading up to the great fire, that no Latin 
source even alludes to the raid on the small mosque. The crusaders understandably 
wanted to forget the embarrassing little incident from which so much misery would 
flow. According to ViIlehardouin, the second fire poisoned relations between the 
Franks and Greeks "for neither side knew on whom to cast the blame for the fire; 
and this rankled in men's heart on both sides." 35 The Devastatio provides one, pro
bably the most popular, excuse for the crusaders' complicity in the ignition of the 
second fire inside a city they had been contracted to protect. There is no reason to 
doubt that the author of the Devastatio sincerely believed the story he reported, 
but we should not. Certainly Raimbaut and Villehardouin did not fully accepted the 
whitewash. 	Angered and embarrassed by the tragedy, the Marshal of Champaign 
affirmed that he did not know the men who set the second fire, but that they did 
so "out of malice." 36 

According to Nicetas, the second fire spread quickly through Constantinople's most 
populous regions. In northern Constantinople, the fire reached only to nearby Perama, 
but in the southern regions it would stretch all the way to the district of Eleutherius. 
To the south the inferno continued until it "expended its fury" on the mighty sea 
walls of Marmara. Nicetas repeatedly remarked on the erratic behavior of the fire, 
zig-zagging across the dense mid-city: sparing some buildings, destroying those next 
door, then turning again on the survivors. The fire was so great that it often hurled 
burning embers across the sky, some landing in other areas of the city, one destroying 
a ship sailing down the Bosporus. 37 

Nicetas, ViIlehardouin, and the Chronicle of Novgorod all noted how close the 
flames cames to Hagia Sophia. Nicetas reported that "all the buildings lying in the 
direction of the Arch of the Milion and adjoining the gallery of Mahon and the struc
ture also called The Synods came crashing to the ground ..." 38 What buildings Nicetas 

32 Devastatio 89. The author seems to collapse the events of 18 August and 19 August into one 
day-although it is not clear that he meant such a reading. 

33 Villehardouin. see. 203, I 208. 

34 J. Linskill, The Poems of Thc Troubadour Raimbaut de Vaqueiras (The Hague 1964) 226, 228. 
This is usually taken as a reference to the sack of 1204 (ibid., 232, nn. 41-2). But Constantinople 
was not burned by the crusaders after it surrendered. Burning their new property would make little 
scnse. The only cnlsader fire which we know destroyed both churches and palaces was the second. 

35 "Si nc a'en sorent a cui plaindre qu'i1lor pesa d'une part e d'autre." Villehardouin, sec. 205, I. 
205. The translation is from F. T. Marzials (trans.), Memoirs of the Crusades (New York 1958) 52. 
While liberal, it is essentially accurate.

3. Villehardouin, sec. 203, I 208. 

37 Nicetas 554. 


•• Nicetas 554; Magoulias (as n. I) 303; Villehardouin, scc. 204, I 208. 
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There the mosque was plainly visihle to the Latins on the opposite shore, conspicu
ously lacking any substantive defenses. The temptation to plunder it must have been 
great for angry and frustrated crusaders anxious to prove their worth against Moslems. 

With one exception, historians 'of the Fourth Crusade who describe in any detail 
the "first kindling" of the second fire misplace it. Donald E. QueUer and Donald M. 
Nicol, assume that the destroyed mosque was one of those in Constantinople's Moslem 
quarter, situated further up the Golden Horn. The error leads them to transform 
the plundering of one seaside mosque into the pillaging of an Islamic neighborhood. 24 

Cbarles Brand simply puts the mosque, ratber ambiguously, "midway between 
Blachernai and the Bosporus," which is probably also a reference to the Moslem quar
ter. 25 Although Edwin Pears' reasoning was flawed, he nevertheless came closer, put
ting the structure in the Pisan quarter. Taking Nicetas' reference to lIagia Eirene 
to mean the church adjacent to Hagia Sophia rather than its namesake in Perama, 
he placed the mosque between Hagia Eirene and the sea, instead of near lIagia Eirene 
by the sea. 26 This puts the building deep within the Pisan quarter rather than on 
its outskirts, where it belongs. More recently, John Godfrey, probably using Pears 
and Nicetas (his footnotes are inadequate), described the mosque as resting on the 
shore of the Pisan quarter. 27 While this lacks reference to Perama, it is essentially 

correct. 
The "Mitaton" mosque may have been the "first kindling" of the blaze, but so 

large an inferno would require much more. The fire from the mosque, fanned by 
sufficient winds, could have ignited nearby Hagia Eirene, as well as a few landing 
platforms nearby. But the mosque and church were outside the great walls of the 
city. Alexius III had already razed most of the buildings which hugged the sea shore, 
leaving very little tinder for the fire to consume. 28 The immense second fire must 
have been set inside the walls as well. Nicetas suggested this, saying that the ma
rauders set the fire in a "goodly number" of locations. 29 The Devastatio Constan
tinopolitana also described a large number of Latin soldiers setting fires in the city. 30 

Edwin Pears long ago suggested that the Pisans were important actors in this py
rotechnic drama. 31 The correct placement of the mosque makes this case doubly 
strong. Only very recently, Pisans and Venetians were expelled from their quarters. 
Many lost their homes, shops, or warehouses to their Greek neighbors. The Pisans, 
Nicetas notes, were long time residents in the city. They had shed blood to defend 
it only one month earlier. Now they were bereft of all. For the Franks in the marauding 
party, the mosque must have been the primary goal. For Latin former residents, 
the Greeks were the purpose of the venture. It seems likely that while "Franks plun
dered Islam, Pisan and Venetians took torches to their quarters, paying their old 

friends in full for their losses. 

24 QueUer, Fourth Crusade (as n. 12) 119; D. M. Nicol, Byzantium and Venice. A Study in Diplomatic 
and Cultural Relations (Cambridge 1988) 139; cf. Magoulias (as n. 1) 405, n. 1472. 

25 Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West (as n. 12) 247. The Moslem quarter was west of Perama. 
Placing the burned mosque there makes Nicetas' claim that the fire spread west to Perama non

sensical. 

26 E. Pears, The Fall of Constantinople (New York 1886) 327. 

27 J. Godfrey, 1204,. Tbe Unholy Crusade (Oxford 1980) 114. 

28 QuelJer, Fourth Crusade (as n. 12) 89-90. 

29 Nicetas 553; M agouli as (as n. 1) 303. 

,0 Devastatio 89, 

31 Pears, Fall of Constantinople (as n. 26) 327. 


T. F. Madden, The fires in Constantinople, 1203-1204 

According to the Devastatio, the expedition's goal was to aid Latin residents in 
the city who were under Greek attack. 32 But the Byzantine riot had abated, probably 
the day before. Most of the refugees had already fled to Galata. We must remember 
that after the second fire devastated the great city a heavy mantle of guilt descended 
on many of the crusaders. Villehardouin described the great sorrow and pity which 
filled the leaders' hearts. 33 One year after the embers had cooled, the court poet and 
fellow crusader Raimbaut de Vaqueiras was still reminding Baldwin of Flanders that 
"he and we alike bear guilt for the burning of churches and palaces." He implored 
the new emperor to press on to the Holy Land lest "our guilt before God ... be greater 
still." 34 As men do, some eased their consciences by blaming their victims. Greek 
persecutions, they reasoned, forced the chivalric warriors to set the city ablaze. So 
great was the desire to sanitize the events leading up to the great fire, that no Latin 
source even alludes to the raid on the small mosque. The crusaders understandably 
wanted to forget the embarrassing little incident from which so much misery would 
flow. According to Villehardouin, the second fire poisoned relations between the 
Franks and Greeks "for neither side knew on whom to cast the blame for the fire; 
and this rankled in men's heart on both sides." 35 The Devastatio provides one, pro
bably the most popular, excuse for the crusaders' complicity in the ignition of the 
second fire inside a city they had been contracted to protect. There is no reason to 
doubt that the author of the Devastatio sincerely believed the story he reported, 
but we should not. Certainly Raimbaut and Villehardouin did not fully accepted the 
whitewash. Angered and embarrassed by the tragedy, the Marshal of Champaign 
affirmed that he did not know the men who set the second fire, but that they did 
so "out of malice." 36 

According to Nicetas, the second fire spread quickly through Constantinople's most 
populous regions. In northern Constantinople, the fire reached only to nearby Perama, 
but in the southern regions it would stretch all the way to the district of Eleutherius. 
To the south the inferno continued until it "expended its fury" on the mighty sea 
walls of Marmara. Nicetas repeatedly remarked on the erratic behavior of the fire, 
zig-zagging across the dense mid-city: sparing some buildings, destroying those next 
door, then turning again on the survivors. The fire was so great that it often hurled 
burning embers across the sky, some landing in other areas of the city, one destroying 
a ship sailing down the Bosporus. 37 


Nicetas, Villehardouin, and the Chronicle of Novgorod all noted how close the 

flames cames to Hagia Sophia. Nicetas reported that "all the buildings lying in the 

direction of the Arch of the Milion and adjoining the gallery of Makron and the struc

ture also called The Synods came crashing to the ground ... " 38 What buildings Nicetas 


32 Devastatio 89. The author seems to collapse the events of 18 August and 19 August into one 
day-although it is not clear tbat he meant such a reading. 

3' VilJehardouin, sec. 203, I 208. 

34 J. Linskill, The Poems of Thc Troubadour Raimbaut de Vaqueiras (The Hague 1964) 226, 228. 
This is usually taken as a reference to tbe sack of 1204 (ibid., 232, nn. 41-2). But Constantinople 
was not burned by the crusaders after it surrendered. Burning their new property would make little 
scnse. The only crusader fire which we know destroyed botb churches and palaces was the second. 

35 "Si ne s'en sorent a cui plaindre qu'iJ lor pesa d'une part e d'autre." Villehardouin, sec. 205, I. 
205. The translation is from F. 1: Marzials (trans.), Memoirs of the Cnlsades (New York 1958) 52. 
While 	liberal, it is essentially accurate. 

,. VilJehardouin, sec. 203, I 208. 
37 Nicetas 554. 

3. Nicetas 554; Magoulias (as n. 1) 303; Villehardouin, scc. 204, I 208. 
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was referring to is unclear. What is certain is that he did not mean to include the 
Milion itself, nor the gallery of Makron, nor probably the "Synods" among the struc
tural casualties. The famous Byzantine milestone and the gallery ofMakron (a portion 
of the patriarchal palace complex bordering the Augusteion) survived until the Ot
toman period. 39 The identification of the "Synods" is more problematic. Guilland 
has suggested that it was another name for the Thomaites, a large building originally 
added to the patriarchal palace by Thomas I (607-610) and later rebuilt after it burned 
down near the end of the eighth century. 40 It probably stood on the northwest corner 
of the Augusteion. The patriarchal complex stretched all along that court on its north 
side, adjacent to the south facade of Hagia Sophia. A significant number of later 
witnesses attest that the patriarchal palace generally, and the Thomaites and Makron 
gallery in particular, survived this fire. 41 What, then, were "all the buildings" which 
Nicetas claims were lost? 

According to the Novgorod Chronicle "the porch of Hagia Sophia was burnt, where 
all the patriarchs are painted." 42 While the Chronicle is a very poor source for most 
events, its dates and topographical information are usually reliable. The "porch" is 
surely a reference to Hagia Sophia's open atrium on its northwest side. 43 It is rea
sonable to assume, although I know of no other reference to them, that images of 
important patriarchs may have appeared in the courtyard, perhaps in the covered 
walkways. Still, Paul the Silentiary's sixth century description of the westenl atrium 
mentioned no such figures, nor did the later Llll1YT)(HI;; 1tepi 'tfit; AYlat; ~oqJiat;. 44 Ac
cording to an Ottoman version of the latter, the atrium's fountain was covered by 
a cupola decorated with the images of Jesus, the Apostles, and the emperors from 
Constantine to Justinian. 45 If this is accurate, the author of the Novgorod chronicle 
could easily have confused emperors, if not apostles, with patriarchs. The defect in 
all of this is that Hagia Sophia's atrium survived until the nineteenth century. Never
theless, part of it may have been damaged in 1203 and later restored by the Latins who 
undertook a number of repairs on the church during their occupation. 46 Archaeology 
provides no evidence for a great cataclysm in the courtyard, although its western
most section lies under Caferiye Sokak and, therefore, has never been excavated. 47 

39 F. Dirimtekin, I.e local du Patriarcat aSainte Sophie, Istanbuler Mitteilungen 13-14 (1963-64) 
114-5. 

40 R. Guilland, Etudcs dc topographie de Constantinople byzantine (Amsterdam 1969) II 14-5. 
41 Dirimtekin, La local du Patriarcat aSainte Sophie 113-27, esp. 114-5; cf. R. Janin, Le palais 

patriarchal de Constantinople byzantine, REB 20 (1962) 131-55; C. Mango, The Brazen House. 
A Study of the Vestibule of the Imperial Palace of Constantinople (Copenhagen 1959) 52-3; G. 
Majeska, Russian Travelers to Constantinople in the Fourtheenth and Fifteenth Centuries (Washing
ton, D.C. 1984) 202-3. 

42 R. Michell and N. Forbes (trans.), The Chronicle of Novgorod, 1016-1471 (London 1914) 45. 
43 Queller, Fourth Crusade (as n. 12) 120, identifies it as the narthex. But that portion of the 

building is still quite whole. 
.. P. Friedlander (ed.), Johannes von Gaza und Paulus Silentiariu8 (I,eipzig/Berlin 1912) 244; 

Th. Preger (ed.), Seriptores originum COllstantinopolitanarnm (Leipzig 1901) I 103. 
05 F. Tauer, "1,e8 Versiollll persane;; de la legende sur la construction d'Aya Sofya." ByzSlav 15 

(1954) 14. The Russian Anonymous also described the cupola, but omitted any reference to decora
tions. Majeska, Russian Travelers to Constantinople (as n. 41) 139, 201. 

•• E. H. Swift "The Latins at Hagia Sophia," American Journal of Archaeology 39 (1935) 458-74. 
47 The last excavations there were under the direction of A. M. Schneider, Die Grabung im Westhof 

der Sophienkircbe zu Istanbul, Istanbuler Forschungen 12 (1941) see esp. 22-8, Taf. 1. The best and 
most recent comprehensive discussion of the atrium is by Christine Strube, Die westliche Eingangsseite 
der Kirchen von Konstantinopel in justinianischer Zeit (Wiesbaden 1973) 13-71. 
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In any case, the damage to the atrium could not have been extensive. The sacred 
fountain appears to have survived until at least the Palaeologan restoration. 48 Nicetas' 
lost buildings, then, must have stood just west of Hagia Sophia. 

Among the structures reduced to ashes, Nicetas also included "the two covered 
streets originating at the Milion, one of which extended to the Philadelphion." 49 One 
of these streets probably followed modern Hilali Ahmer Caddesi. The other, extending 
to the Philadelphion, was Mese, which, in fact, streched all the way to the Golden 
Gate. Nicetas must have been referring only to the covered portion of the street. 
But the entire covered portion could not have been destroyed. Not only did the Phil. 
adelphion, home to the four dark tetrarchs soon to be attached ,to San Marco in 
Venice, avoid the flames, but the Forum Tauri also appears to have escaped largely 
unscathed. One of its most conspicuous monuments, the relief covered Column of 
Theodosius, experienced no fire damage. It was probably this column which Byzantine 
citizens mutilated, believing its pictures foretold a crusader conquest by sea. 50 It 
was also from the top of this column that the emperor Mourtzouphlus was forced 
to fling himself to his death in 1205. Clari informs us that a falling emperor was yet 
another of the column's prophecies. 51 The column survived until ca. 1504 when it 
was demolished and Sultan Beyazid's bath built in its place. 52 It stood, therefore, 
very near Mese street. The survival of an ancient bronze equestrian statue in the 
Forum Tauri, perhaps, as Nicetas suggested, depicting Bellerophontes and Pegasus, 
further confIrms that the area avoided the second fire. The piece was later removed 
by the crusaders and melted down. 53 Similarly, the so-called Beyazid churches which 
stood in the forum also appear to have avoided any damage in this period, although 
this is not as certain. 54 Finally, the remains of the great arch of Theod08ius which, 
until 558, spanned Mese street, also show no evidence of severe burns. Some portion 
of the massive structure may have stood in 1203, but whether it did or not, then as 
now its ruins littered the area. 55 

How far, then, did the fire progress along Mese? Just west of the Forum Tauri 
stood the Porticoes of Domninoes which Nicetas relates was destroyed. Very near 
this structure was the fairly new Monastery of the Resurrection (Anastasis) as well 
as the famous church of St. Anastasia, originally dedicated in the last quarter of the 
fourth century. 56 The monastery survived the blaze, but the fate of the great church 
is less certain. There are no clear references to St. Anastasia at the Porticoes of Dom
ninoes in Byzantine or Latin sources after the second fire. It is possible that the 
church was considered part of the much newer monastery next door and, therefore, 
was not specifically mentioned again. The difference between the names "Anastasis" 
and "Anastasia" seems to have been lost on the Latins. 

46 George Pachymeres, De Michaele et Andronico Palaeologis !ibri XIII, rec.1. Bekker (Bonn 1835) 
v. 	24, 258; Russian Anonymous, Majeska, Russian Travelers to Constantinople (as n. 41) 139. 


'9 Nieetas 555; Magoulias (as n. 1) 304. 


SO Gunther of Pairis, Historia Constantinopolitana, in: P. Riant (ed.), Exuviae sacrae Constan
tinopolitanae (Paris 1877-1904) I 112; cf. Clari, sec. 92, 89-90. 

51 Clarl, sec., 109, 103-4; Villardouin, sees. 307-8, 70-1; Nicetas 608-9. 
52 P. Gilles, De Topographia Constantinopoleos (Lyon 1561) 160; E. Effendi, Narrative of Travels 

in Europe, Asia, and Africa, Joseph von Hammer (trans.) (New York 1968) 18. 
53 Nicetas 643 • 

54 Th. F. Mathews, The Byzantine Churches of Istanbul (University Park 1976) 28-35. 
55 St. ClI8son and D. Talbot Rice, Second Report Upon the Excavations Carried Out in and Near 

the Hippodrome of Constantinople in 1928 (London 1929) 32-48. 
56 Janin, GE (as n. 20) 22-25. 
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was referring to is undear. What is certain is that he did not mean to include the 
Milion itself, nor the gallery of Makron, nor probably the "Synods" among the struc
tural casualties. The famous Byzantine milestone and the gallery ofMakron (a portion 
of the patriarchal palace complex bordering the Augusteion) survived until the Ot
toman period. 39 The identification of the "Synods" is more problematic. Guilland 
has suggested that it was another name for the Thomaites, a large building originally 
added to the patriarchal palace by Thomas I (607-610) and later rebuilt after it burned 
down near the end of the eighth century.40 It probably stood on the northwest corner 
of the Augusteion. The patriarchal complex stretched all along that court on its north 
side, adjacent to the south facade of IIagia Sophia. A significant number of later 
witnesses attest that the patriarchal palace generally, and the Thomaites and Makron 
gallery in particular, survived this fire. 41 What, then, were "all the buildings" which 
Nicetas claims were lost? 

According to the Novgorod Chronicle "the porch of IIagia Sophia was burnt, where 
all the patriarchs are painted." 42 While the Chronicle is a very poor source for most 
events, its dates and topographical information are usually reliable. The "porch" is 
surely a reference to IIagia Sophia'8 open atrium on its northwest side. 43 It is rea
sonable to assume, although I know of no other reference to them, that images of 
important patriarchs may have appeared in the courtyard, perhaps in the covered 
walkways. Still, Paul the Silentiary's sixth century description of the western atrium 
mentioned no such figures, nor did the later Al1lYllcrt~ 11:&1'1 til~ AYla~ ~oqJia~. 44 Ac
cording to an Ottoman version of the latter, the atrium's fountain was covered by 
a cupola decorated with the images of Jesus, the Apostles, and the emperors from 
Constantine to Justinian. 45 If this is accurate, the author of the Novgorod chronicle 
could easily have confused emperors, if not apostles, with patriarchs. The defect in 
all of this is that Hagia Sophia's atrium survived until the nineteenth century. Never
theless, part of it may have been damaged in 1203 and later restored by the Latins who 
undertook a number of repairs on the church during their occupation. 46 Archaeology 
provides no evidence for a great cataclysm in the courtyard, although its western
most section lies under Caferiyc Sokak and, therefore, has never been excavated. 47 

39 F. Dirimtekin, Le local du Patriarcat aSainte Sophie, Istanhulcr Mitteilungen 13--14 (1963-64) 
114-5. 
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Majeska, Russian Travelers to Con8tantinople in the Fourtheenth and Fifteenth Centuries (Washing. 
ton, D.C. ]984) 202-3. 

.2 R. Michell and N. Forbes (trans.), The Chronicle of Novgorod, 1016-1471 (London 1914) 45. 
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.. P. Friedlander (cd.), Johanne8 von Gaza und Paulus Silentiarius (Leipzig/Berlin 19]2) 244; 

Th. Preger (ed.), Scriptores originum Constantinopolitanarum (Leipzig 1901) I 103. 
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(1954) 14. The Russian Anonymous also described the cupola, but omitted any reference to decora· 
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• 6 E. H. Swift "The Latins at Hagia Sophia,~ American Journal of Archaeology 39 (1935) 458--74. 
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der Sophienkirche zu Istanbul, Istanbulcr Forschungen 12 (1941) see esp. 22-8, Taf. 1. The best and 
m08t recent comprehensive discussion of the atrium i8 by Christine Strube, Die wegtHehe Eingangsseite 
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In any case, the damage to the atrium could not have been extensive. The sacred 
fountain appears to have survived until at least the I)alaeologan restoration. 48 Nicetas' 
lost buildings, then, must have stood just west of Hagia Sophia. 

Among the structures reduced to ashes, Nicetas also included "the two covered 
streets originating at the Milion, one of which extended to the l)hiladeIphion." 49 One 
ofthese streets probably followed modern HilaIi Ahmer Caddesi. The other, extending 
to the Philadelphion, was Mese, which, in fact, streched all the way to thc Golden 
Gate. Nicetas must have been referring only to the covered portion of the street. 
But the entire covered portion could not have been destroyed. Not only did the Phil 
adclphion, home to the four dark tetrarchs soon to be attachcd ,to San Marco in 
Venice, avoid the flames, but the Forum Tauri also appears to have escaped largely 
unscathed. One of its most conspicuous monuments, the relief covered Column of 
Theodosius, experienced no fire damage. It was probably this column which Byzantine 
citizens mutilated, believing its pictures foretold a crusader conquest by sea. 50 It 
was also from the top of this column that the emperor Mourtzouphlus was forced 
to fling himself to his death in ]205. Clari informs us that a falling emperor was yet 
another of the column's prophecies. 51 The column survived until ca. 1504 when it 
was demolished and Sultan Beyazid's bath built in its place. 52 It stood, therefore, 
very near Mese street. The survival of an ancient bronze equestrian statue in the 
Forum Tauri, perhaps, as Nieetas suggested, depicting Bellerophontes and Pegasus, 
further confirms that the area avoided the second fire. The piece was later removed 
by the crusaders and melted down. 53 Similarly, the so-called Beyazid churches which 
stood in the forum also appear to have avoided any damage in this period, although 
this is not as certain. 54 Finally, the remains of the great arch of Theodosius which, 
until 558, spanned Mese street, also show no evidence of severe burns. Some portion 
of the massive structure may have stood in 1203, but whether it did or not, then as 
now its ruins littered the area. 55 

How far, then, did the fire progress along Mese? Just west of the Forum Tauri 

stood the Porticoes of Domninoes which Nicetas relates was destroyed. Very near 

this strncture was the fairly new Monastery of the Resurrection (Anastasis) as well 

as the famous church of St. Anastasia, originally dedicated in the last quarter of the 

fourth century. 56 Thc monastery survived the blaze, but the fate of the great church 

is less certain. There are no clear references to St. Anastasia at the Porticoes of Dom

ninoes in Byzantine or Latin sources after the second fire. It is possible that the 

church was considered part of the much newer monastery next door and, therefore, 

was not specifically mentioned again. The difference between the names "Anastasis" 

and"Anastasia" seems to have been lost on the Latins. 

48 George Pachymeres, De Michaele et Andronico Palaeologis libri XIII, rec. l. Bekker (Bonn 1835) 

v, 24, 258; Russian Anonymous, Majeska, Russian Travelers to Constantinople (as n. 41) 139. 


49 Nicetas 555; Magoulias (as n. 1) 304. 
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tinopolitanae (Paris 1877-1904) I 112; cf. Clari, sec. 92, 89-90. 
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S2 P. Gilles, De Topographia Constantinopoleos (Lyon 1561) 160: E. Effendi, Narrative of Travels 

in Europe, Asia, and Africa, Joseph von Hammer (trans.) (New York 1968) 18. 
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On 22 December 1389, Ignatius of Smolensk "kissed the holy relics of St. Ana
stasia ..." Since 22 December was a feast day of St. Anastasia of Sirmium, and tra
ditionally a day of relic veneration in the church at the Porticoes of Domninoes, 
Majeska concludes that Ignatius visited the ancient building. 57 However, there was 
at least one other church dedicated to this saint, located near the Pantocrator Mon
astery.58 If St. Anastasia at the Porticoes of Domninoes had been destroyed, it would 
be natural for another of the saint's churches to continue the feast and even claim 
to have some of her relics. The only other references to St. Anastasia at the I>orticoes 
of Domninoes after 1203 comes from Pierre Gilles' topographic study of 1544. At
tempting to define the seventh region, he claimed to have discovered some steps be
longing to the church. 59 Gilles himself, however, seems to have had little confidence 
in his identification. In his subsequent discussion of St. Anastasia, he omitted any 
reference to the steps, offering instead a number of possible sites for the ancient 

church. 60 

There therefore, no clear evidence for the continued existence of the church of 
St. Anastasia after the second fire of 1203. Based on the numerous references to the 
important church before the crusaders arrived, the silence of subsequent travelers' 
accounts is ominous. One other bit of evidence provides an important clue concerning 
its fate. Shortly after the conquest of the city, the Latin canons who took over the 
nearby Monastery of the Resurrection complained to Innocent III about Patriarch 
Thomas Morosini who, they charged, had taken marble columns from their church 
and used them to decorate the altar in Hagia Sophia. In 1208 Innocent absolved 
Morosini of the crime against the canons, whom Innocent referred to as the "clerics 
of St. Anastasis." 61 The wording here, and in other papal documents concerning the 
monastery, suggests some confusion between"Anastasis" and "St. Anastasia." 62 But 
the purloined marble columns could not have come from an existing church inside 
the monastery. It is usually not possible and never profitable to remove columns 
from an existing structure without causing its collapse. In any event, COIL"ltantinople 
had an abundance of buildings with marble columns; there was no reason to steal 
from a small, relatively new, and otherwise undistinguished monastic church. It is 
much more probable that the church of "St. Anastasis", as Innocent called it, was, 
in fact, the burned ruins of adjacent St. Anastasia. Assuming that the building was 
not completely incinerated, there would have been much worth salvaging in the wreck
age of the splendid church, including, no doubt, marble columns. The Latin canons' 
complaint against Morosini, then, was that he removed the expensive pillars from 
a ruined church over which they claimed ownership. We may, therefore, conclude 
that the church of St. Anastasia was lost in the great fire of 1203. 

Further up Mese, toward Hagia Sophia, was the great circular forum, built at the 
city's foundation and dedicated to its founder. It was surrounded by covered colon

57 Majeska, Russian Travelers to Constantinople (as n. 41) 289. 
58 lanin, GE (as n. 20) 25-6. 

59 Gilles, Topographia (as n. 52) III, 5 158. 

60 Ibid., III, 6, 165. 

61 Innocent III, Epistolae, XI, 76; PL, 215, col. 1392 (Potthast 3:{85). 
62 Even a distinguished scholar like Raymond Janin could fall prey to this confusion; in 14es sanc' 

tuaircs de Byzance sous la domination latine (1204-1261), Etudes hyzantines 2 (1944) 162-3, under 
the heading "St. Anastasis," he identified the church of St. Anastasia and then attributed to it the 
history of the Monastery of the Resurrection. All other papal references to the monastery can be 
found in this article. Janin corrected this error in his later work: GE (as n. 20) 20-·2, 24. 
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nades, adorned with ancient art, and dominated by the massive porphyry column 
that formerly held the bronze likeness of Constantine as Apollo. In Nicetas' 
a simple cross adorned its summit. 63 Since the Forum of Constantine stood on Mese 
street between the Milion and the Porticoes of Dominoes, it is not surprising that it 
suffered from the flames. Nicetas provides no additional detail concerning the forum's 
damage. He simply states that the area was "similarly destroyed," comparing it to 
the two covered streets and the Porticoes of Domninoes which were "reduced to 
ashes." 64 

The Column of Constantine, of course, still exists. That this porphyry colossus 
survived is not surprising since it had and would continue to shrug off the city's 
fIres, donning only the soot of their passing. It thus earned its Turkish name: 
-:::emberlita~, the burnt column. But other, rather more delicate monuments in Con
stantine's forum also survived the fire. Nicetas reported further on in his history 
that a Byzantine mob destroyed an ancient colossal bronze Athena which stood in 
the forum, believing her hand was posed in a gesture of beckoning the Latins. 65 In 
his De Signis, a short lament for and inventory of artwork destroyed by the crusaders 
in the sack of 1204, Nicetas also described in the Forum of Constantine a bronze 
Hera which was melted into coin by the westerners. Its head was so large that four 
yokes of oxen had difficulty carting it off. In the same paragraph, the senator men
tioned another bronze depicting Paris Alexander offering the apple of Discord to 
Aphrodite. It was thrown, he wrote, on top of Hera. 66 That bronze statues could 
survive, suggests that Constantine's forum was not as completely destroyed in the 
second fire as Nicetas recorded. Probably the covered galleries were lost, but the 
large open area within may have acted as a fire break, protecting a few art treasures 
inside. 

"Not even the Hippodrome was spared," Nicetas lamented, "but the whole sec
tion towards the demes [the western stands] as well as everything leading down 
to the [harbor of] Sophia was engulfed in flames ... " 67 Here again Nicetas' meaning 
is not clear; what is meant by "whole section towards the demes,,?68 It is often 
asserted that the entire western side of the race course was lost in the second 
fire, and, indeed, the absence of any further reference to the demes in later 
travelers' accounts does seem to bear this out. 69 The hypothesis is troubled, how
ever, by the survival of the church of St. Euphemia, which stood adjacent to the 
hippodrome's west side. How could this small church, which stood between the 
fire and the hippodrome, have avoided a blaze which destroyed its much larger 
neighbor? 

Archaeological work in the demes is limited to the excavations of the British Acad
emy in 1927. Their two cross-sectional trenches failed to reveal an ash layer which 

63 W. Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon zur Topographie Istanhuls (Tiihingen 1977) 255-257; Janin, CB 
(as n. 19) 62-4. 

64 Nicetas 555; Magoulias (as n. 1) 303-4. 
65 Nicetas 558-9; R. J. Jenkins, The Bronze Athena at Byzantium, JHS 67 (1947) 31-3, pI. X; 

idem, Further Evidence Regarding the Bronze Athena at Byzantium, The Annual of the British 
School at Athens 46 (1951) 72-4, pI. II. The last convincingly argues that the beckoning gesture 
resulted from an empty upraised hand which once grasped the shaft of a spear. 

66 Nicetas, De Signis (cd. van Dieten) 648. 
67 Nicetas 555; Magouhas (as n. 1) 

<ill "eXAla Kat 1:oirtou 1:0 npoi,; 1:0U';; 0TtIlOUi,; linav Il!:POi,; E~€nuproeT] ... " Nicetas 555. 
69 Cf. MiilIer-Wiener, Bildlexicon (as n. 63) 67; Guilland, Etudes sur l'bippodrome de Constan

tinople: I,a decheance et la ruine de I'hippodrome, ByzSlav 30 (1969) 214. 
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On 22 December 1389, Ignatius of Smolensk "kissed the holy relics of St. Ana
stasia ... " Since 22 December was a feast day of St. Anastasia of Sirmium, and tra
ditionally a day of relic veneration in the church at the Porticoes of Domninoes, 
Majeska concludes that Ignatius visited the ancient building. 57 However, there was 
at least one other church dedicated to this saint, located near the Pantocrator Mon
astery.58 IfSt. Anastasia at the Porticoes of Domninoes had been destroyed, it would 
be natural for another of the saint's churches to continue the feast and even claim 
to have some of her relics. The only other references to St. Anastasia at the Porticoes 
of Domninoes after 1203 comes from Pierre Gilles' topographic stndy of 1544. At
tempting to define the seventh region, he claimed to have discovered some steps be
longing to the church. 59 Gilles himself, however, seems to have had little confidence 
in his identification. In his subsequent discussion of St. Anastasia, he omitted any 
reference to the steps, offering instead a number of possible sites for the ancient 

church. 60 

There is, therefore, no clear evidence for the continued existence of the church of 
St. Anastasia after the second fire of 1203. Based on the numerous references to the 
important church before the crusaders arrived, the silence of subsequent travelers' 
accounts is ominous. One other bit of evidence provides an important clue concerning 
its fate. Shortly after the conquest of the city, the Latin canons who took over the 
nearby Monastery of the Resurrection complained to Innocent III about Patriarch 
Thomas Morosini who, they charged, had taken marble columns from their church 
and used them to decorate the altar in Hagia Sophia. In 1208 Innocent absolved 
Morosini of the crime against the canons, whom Innocent referred to as the "clerics 
of St. Anastasis." 61 The wording here, and in other papal documents concerning the 
monastery, suggests some confusion between "Anastasis" and "St. Anastasia." 62 But 
the purloined marble columns could not have come from an existing church inside 
the monastery. It is usually not possible and never profitable to remove columns 
from an existing structure without causing its collapse. In any event, Constantinople 
had an abundance of buildings with marble columns; there was no reason to steal 
from a small, relatively new, and otherwise undistinguished monastic church. It is 
much more probable that the church of "St. Anastasis", as Innocent called it, was, 
in fact, the burned ruins of adjacent St. Anastasia. Assuming that the building was 
not completely incinerated, there would have been much worth salvaging in the wreck
age of the splendid church, including, no doubt, marble columns. The Latin canons' 
complaint against Morosini, then, was that he removed the expensive pillars from 
a ruined church over which they claimed ownership. We may, therefore, conclude 
that the church of St. Anastasia was lost in the great fire of 1203. 

Further up Mese, toward Hagia Sophia, was the great circular forum, built at the 
city's foundation and dedicated to its founder. It was surrounded by covered colon
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nades, adorned with ancient art, and dominated by the massive porphyry column 
that formerly held the bronze likeness of Constantine as Apollo. In Nicetas' day 
a simple cross adorned its summit. 63 Since the Forum of Constantine stood on Mese 
street between the Milion and the Porticoes of Dominoes, it is not surprising that it 
suffered from the flames. Nicetas provides no additional detail concerning the forum's 
damage. He simply states that the area was "similarly destroyed," comparing it to 
the two covered streets and the Porticoes of Domninoes which were "reduced to 
ashes." 64 

The Column of Constantine, of course, still exists. That this porphyry colossus 
survived is not surprising since it had and would continue to shrug off the city's 
fires, donning only the soot of their passing. It thus earned its Turkish name: 
Cemberlita~, the burnt column. But other, rather more delicate monuments in Con
stantine's forum also survived the fire. Nicetas reported further on in his history 
that a Byzantine mob destroyed an ancient colossal bronze Athena which stood in 
the forum, believing her hand was posed in a gesture of beckoning the Latins. 65 In 
his De Signis, a short lament for and inventory of artwork destroyed by the crusaders 
in the sack of 1204, Nicetas also described in the Forum of Constantine a bronze 
Hera which was melted into coin by the westerners. Its head was so large that four 
yokes of oxen had difficulty carting it off. In the same paragraph, the senator men
tioned another bronze depicting Paris Alexander offering the apple of Discord to 
Aphrodite. It was thrown, he wrote, on top of Hera. 66 That bronze statues could 
survive, suggests that Constantine's forum was not as completely destroyed in the 
second fire as Nicetas recorded. Probably the covered galleries were lost, but the 
large open area within may have acted as a fire break, protecting a few art treasures 
inside. 

"Not even the Hippodrome was spared," Nicetas lamented, "but the whole sec
tion towards the demes [the western stands] as well as everything leading down 
to the [harbor of] Sophia was engulfed in flames ... " 67 Here again Nicetas' meaning 
is not clear; what is meant by "whole section towards the demes"?68 It is often 
asserted that the entire western side of the race course was lost in the second 
fire, and, indeed, the absence of any further referen<:e to the demes in later 
travelers' accounts does seem to bear this out. 69 The hypothesis is troubled, how
ever, by the survival of the church of St. Euphemia, which stood adjacent to the 
hippodrome's west side. How could this small ehureh, which stood between the 
fire and the hippodrome, have avoided a blaze which destroyed its much larger 
neighbor? 

Archaeological work in the demes is limited to the excavations of the British Acad
emy in 1927. Their two cross-sectional trenches failed to reveal an ash layer which 
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(as n. 19) 62-4. 
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resulted from an empty upraised hand which once grasped the shaft of a spear. 
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might suggest a large scale destruction of the demes. 7o Coin finds in the internal cor
ridors of the western hippodrome further suggest that, while the demes were fre
quented increasingly less often after the period of Justinian, they still saw traffic 
well after 1204.71 There is no doubt that the hippodrome suffered badly in the years 
of the Latin Empire, leaving it in ruins by the Palaeologan period. But much of the 
damage, then and later, was a result of the inhabitants' use of the massive structure 
as a stone quarry. There is little evidence that the hippodrome endured any severe 
damage as a result of the second fire. 

Perhaps by "whole section towards the demes" Nicetas did not mean to include 
the demes themselves. In the preceding paragraph he similarly described the devas
tation of "all the huildings" lying in the direction of the Arch of the Milion ... ," 
while not meaning to include the Milion in the area of destruction. 72 In the case of 
the hippodrome, then, the section "towards the demes" may refer to a portion of 
the peripheral hippodrome complex flanking the main strueture on its western side. 
Perhaps the demes themselves also suffered some limited damage, but it could not 
have been extensive. The great fire certainly did not progress into the interior of the 
stadium where the spina of the racecourse was heavily adorned with ancient hronze 
artwork. All of those treasures survived to be either melted down or borne away 
after the crusader conquest the following year. 

From this catalog of destroyed and spared structures, it is clear that from the 
Golden Horn to Mese street the blaze was, as Nicetas called it, a "river of fire." To 
the west it stretched from Perama to the Porticoes of Domninoes. The eastern extent 
of the fire's northern march is more difficult to assess. Based on the relatively straight 
north-to-south progress of the fire '8 western edge, it seems likely that the line on the 
eastern side, responding to the same winds, would be similar. Since we are told that 
Hagia Sophia narrowly escaped destruction, this leads to the conclusion that the 
northeastern extent of the fire was somewhere in modern Sirkeci. Arguing against 
this fire line is the troublesome survival of the Chalkoprateia church (Table II), which 
appears to have been directly in the fire's path. Since it required some restoration 
under the Palaeologans, it is possible that the church suffered some limited damage. 
But there is no doubt that it was functioning during the Latin occupation. If Chalk
oprateia was near the fire's edge, its survival could be attributed to the fickle wind 
which Nicetas described. But if the eastern extent of the blaze stretched from Sirkeci 
to Hagia Sophia, Chalkoprateia would have rested squarely in the fire's destruction. 

Chalkoprateia was not the only structure very near the great church which escaped 
destruction. The Milion, the Augusteion, and the patriarchal palace all survived. To 
these can be added Nicetas' second home where he lived in 1204. The senator decribed 
it as "convenient from [there] to enter the Great Church, as it was situated near the 
temple precincts." 73 Indeed, Hagia Sophia is flanked by so many surviving structures 
one is tempted to doubt the reports of its narrow escape. But the concurring testi 
monies of a Frankish knight, a Russian pilgrim, and a Byzantine senator cannot be 
dismissed. The relative positions of the spared buildings strongly suggest that the 
fire did not approach IIagia Sophia from the north. The only, although not altogether 

the Excavations Carried Out in the Hippodrome of Con· 
stantinople (London 1928) 3-8, trench no. Lb on Plan I and Plan II, trench no. IV on Plan 11. 

n A. H. M. lones, Preliminary Report (as n. 70) 47-8, 50. 
72 Nicetas 554. 
73 Nicetas 587; Magoulias (as n. I) 323. 

satisfactory, explanation is that the fire extended a thin tendril along the northern 
covered street which, after destroying the colonnade and adjacent shops, terminated 
at the far western corner of Hagia Sophia's atrium. This would account for all of 
Nicetas' observations as well as the testimony of the Chronicle of Novgorod. By the 
time the fire reached Hagia Sophia it must have heen very small. Winds which drove 
the larger inferno southward did not drive this localized blaze into the hippodrome's 
carceres where the four hronze horses, soon to grace Venice's St. Mark's, stood. It 
may be that the damage near Hagia Sophia occurred on the second day when the 
hulk of the fire raged to the south, the northern blaze was subsiding, and the winds 
were from the east. 

Without doubt the area surrounding the Forum of Constantine, as well as much 
of the forum itself, was leveled by the fierce hlaze. However, the open area within 
the forum preserved at least a few of its art treasures. East of the Forum of Con
stantine, fire extended to the Porticoes of Domninoes where it destroyed the church 
of St. Anastasia but spared the Monastery of the Resurrection a little farther north. 
South of Mese street, the fire continued southward, while shifting slightly towards 
the southwest. To the east the blaze narrowly missed the church of St. Euphemia 
and may have done some damage to the hippodrome's periphery. It concluded its 
progress at the Port of Sophia. To the west the fire's boundary probably continued 
to run parallel to the eastern extent. However, at some point, probably on the second 
day, a strong wind urged the fire westward. North of Mese, much of the hlaze's fury 
must have been expended and, in some areas, had probably been extinguished. To 
the south, however, where the fire had only begun to burn, it moved westward along 
the Marmara wall until it reached the Port of Theodosius. Myrelaion church was 
destroyed (Table II), although this was probahly the northernmost extent of this 
western arm of the inferno. 

The second fire was a devastating blow. Approximately 450 acres (182 ha.) ofthe city's most 
opulent and most congested areas were reduced in two days to ashes and rubble. Again the 
similarity with London's Great Fire are striking and useful. In 1666, London lost 436 acres of 
its most populous regions. 74 Like London, Constantinople's densest area was filled with 
heautiful churches and homes, as well as pitiful squalor. Overcrowded twin story wooden slums 
set along narrow winding roads afflicted both capitals. The two great fires were also ofsimilar 
temperament. Like Constantinople, fierce winds whipsawed London's hlaze and often 
propelled burning debris across the sky, thus setting the fire's seed elsewhere. 75 The erratic 
nature ofboth fires made the relocation ofgoods a difficult task. Nicetas, whose losses were 
severe, noted how those who moved valuables to seemingly safe places soon learned they were 
not safe at all. "The fire, taking a winding course and moving in zigzag paths ... destroyed the 
goods that had beeu moved." 76 In London it was the same. Streets were filled with people 
moving their possessions, many to the wrong places. A Dutch observer wrote that "Many 
people transferred their goods from place to place three times." 77 

The numerous parallels between the great fires of 1666 and 1203 facilitate an es
timate of the physical damage sustained by Constantinople during its much more 
poorly documented catastrophe. In London the great fire elaimed 87 churches, 6 

74 According to the report issued by the London City Surveyors. Bell. Great Fire of London (as 
n. 	15) 174. 

75 Ibid. 98. 

76 Nicetas 555; Magoulias (as n. 1) 304. 

77 Bell, Great Fire of London (as n. 15) 319. 
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might suggest a large scale destruction of the demes. 7o Coin finds in the internal cor
ridors of the western hippodrome further suggest that, while the demes were fre
quented increasingly less often after the period of Justinian, they still saw traffic 
well after 1204.71 There is no doubt that the hippodrome suffered badly in the years 
of the Latin Empire, leaving it in rnins by the Palaeologan period. But much of the 
damage, then and later, was a result of the inhabitants' use of the massive structure 
as a stone quarry. There is little evideuce that the hippodrome endured any severe 
damage as a result of the second fire. 

Perhaps by "whole section towards the demes" Nicetas did not mean to iuclude 
the demes themselves. In the preceding paragraph he similarly described the devas
tation of "all the buildings" lying in the direction of the Arch of the Milion ... ," 
while not meaning to include the Milion in the area of destruction. 72 In the ease of 
the hippodrome, then, the section "towards the demes" may refer to a portion of 
the peripheral hippodrome complex flanking the main structure on its western side. 
Perhaps the demes themselves also suffered some limited damage, but it could not 
have been extensive. The great fire certainly did not progress into the interior of the 
stadium where the spina of the racecourse was heavily adorned with ancieut bronze 
artwork. All of those treasures survived to be either melted down or borne away 
after the crusader conquest the following year. 

From this catalog of destroyed and spared structures, it is clear that from the 
Golden Horn to Mese street the blaze was, as Nicetas called it, a "river of fire." To 
the west it stretched from Perama to the Porticoes of Domninoes. The eastern extent 
of the fire's northern march is more difficult to assess. Based on the relatively straight 
north-to-south progress of the fire's western edge, it seems likely that the line on the 
eastern side, responding to the same winds, would be similar. Since we are told that 
Hagia Sophia narrowly escaped destrnction, this leads to the conclusion that the 
northeastern extent of the fire was somewhere in modern Sirkeci. Arguing against 
this fire line is the troublesome survival of the Chalkoprateia church (Table II), which 
appears to have been directly in the fire's path. Since it required some restoration 
under the Palaeologans, it is possible that the church suffered some limited damage. 
But there is no doubt that it was functioning during the Latin occupation. If Chalk
oprateia was near the fire's edge, its survival could be attributed to the fickle wind 
which Nicetas described. But if the eastern extent of the blaze stretched from Sirkeci 
to Hagia Sophia, Chalkoprateia would have rested squarely in the fire's destrnction. 

Chalkoprateia was not the only structure very near the great church which escaped 
destruction. The Milion, the Augu8teion, and the patriarchal palace all survived. To 
these can be added Nicetas' second home where he lived in 1204. The senator decribed 
it as "convenient from [there] to enter the Great Church, as it was situated near the 
temple precincts." 73 Indeed, Hagia Sophia is flanked by so many surviving structures 
one is tempted to doubt the reports of its narrow escape. But the concurring testi 
monies of a Frankish knight, a Russian pilgrim, and a Byzantine senator cannot be 
dismissed. The relative positions of the spared buildings strongly suggest that the 
fire did not approach Hagia Sophia from the north. The only, although not altogether 

70 St. Casson, Preliminary Report Upon the Excavations Carried Out in the Hippodrome of Con-II stantinople (London 1928) 3-8, trench no. T.h on Plan I and Plan II, trench no. IV on Plan 11. 
n A. H. M. Jones, Preliminary Report (as n. 70) 47-8, 50. 

III 72 Nicetas 554.

I 73 Nicetas 587; Magoulias (as n. I) 323. 
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satisfactory, explanation is that the fire extended a thin tendril along the northern 
covered street which, after destroying the colonnade and adjacent shops, terminated 
at the far western corner of Hagia Sophia's atrium. This would account for all of 
Nicetas' observations as well as the testimony of the Chronicle of Novgorod. By the 
time the fire reached Hagia Sophia it must have been very small. Winds which drove 
the larger inferno southward did not drive this localized blaze into the hippodrome's 
carceres where the four bronze horses, soon to grace Venice's St. Mark's, stood. It 
may be that the damage near Hagia Sophia occurred on the second day when the 
bulk of the fire raged to the south, the northern blaze was subsiding, and the winds 
were from the east. 

Without doubt the area surrounding the Forum of Constantine, as well as much 
of the forum itself, was leveled by the fierce blaze. However, the open area within 
the forum preserved at least a few of its art treasures. East of the Forum of Con
stantine, fire extended to the Porticoes of Domninoes where it destroyed the church 
of St. Anastasia but spared the Monastery of the Resurrection a little farther north. 
South of Mese street, the fire continued southward, while shifting slightly towards 
the southwest. To the east the blaze narrowly missed the church of St. Euphemia 
and may have done some damage to the hippodrome's periphery. It concluded its 
progress at the Port of Sophia. To the west the fire's bouudary probably continued 
to run parallel to the eastern extent. However, at some point, probably on the second 
day, a strong wind urged the fire westward. North of Mese, much of the blaze's fury 
must have been expended and, in some areas, had probably been extinguished. To 
the south, however, where the fire had only begun to burn, it moved westward along 
the Marmara wall until it reached the Port of Theodosius. Myrelaion church was 
destroyed (Table II), although this was probably the northernmost extent of this 
western arm of the inferno. 

The second fire was a devasta~ blow. Approximately 450 acres (182 ha.) ofthe city's most 
opulent and most congested areas were reduced in two days to ashes and rubble. Again the 
similarity with London's Great Fire are striking and nseful. In 1666, London lost 436 acres of 
its most populous regions. 74 Like London, Constantinople's densest area was filled with 
beautiful churches and homes, as well as pitiful squalor. Overcrowded twin story wooden slums 
set along narrow winding roads afflicted both capitals. The two great fires were also ofsimilar 
temperament. Like Constantinople, fierce winds whipsawed London's blaze and often 
propelled burning debris across the sky, thus setting the fire' 8 seed elsewhere. 75 The erratic 
nature ofboth fires made the relocation ofgoods a difficult task. Nicetas, whose losses were 
severe, noted how those who moved valuables to seemingly safe places soon learned they were 
not safe at all. "The fire, taking a winding course and moving in zigzag paths. " destroyed the 
goods that had been moved." 76 In London it was the same. Streets were filled with people 
moving their possessions, many to the wrong places. A Dutch observer wrote that "Many 
people transferred their goods from place to place three times." 77 

The numerous parallels between the great fires of 1666 and 1203 facilitate an es
timate of the physical damage sustained by Constantinople during its much more 
poorly documented catastrophe. In London the great fire claimed 87 churches, 6 

74 According to the report issued hy the London 
Surveyors. Bell, Great Fire of London (asn. 15) 174. 

7S Ibid. 98. 

76 Nicetas 555; Magoulias (as n. I) 304. 

77 Bell, Great Fire of London (as n. 15) 319. 
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chapels, and 13,200 houses in over 400 streets and courts. 78 The total value of lost 
property in the British capital was approximately ten million pounds. 79 The number 
of houses and churches destroyed in Constantinople must have been comparable. The 
city on the Bosporus, of course, had many more monasteries than its sister on the 
Thames. But iu Constantinople the total value of lost property must have been much 
greater than in London. The Byzantine capital was immensely wealthy, its churches 
and monasteries were filled with many kings' ransoms. As for the palaces destroyed, 
Nicetas tells us that they were "filled with every delight, abounding in riches, and 
envied hy all." 80 To these we must add Constantinople's storehouse of priceless art 
treasures and ancient manuscripts, many of which were incinerated in the second 
fire. London had very little to compare with such losses-even John Donne's St. Paul's 
had fallen on hard times hefore its fiery demise. 81 In 1666 the Restoration was only 
six years old. Puritan disdain for opulence was still very active in London. In Con
stantinople, such a concept was foreign in the extreme. The value of lost property, 
then, was many times greater in Constantinople in 1203 than in London in 1666. 
Because of the differences in types of goods and property lost, and the currencies in 
which they were valued, fixing a modern monetary equivalent to the destruction in 
Constantinople would he very difficult, and prohahly meaningless. Nevertheless, it 
would he a figure measured in hillions, not millions, of American dollars. 

The citizens of Constantinople reacted to the great fire just as Londoners would 
do four and a half centuries later: they hlamed foreigners. In London the culprits 
were the French, Dutch, and any Catholic. Despite royal attempts to cool British 
heads, moh rule meted out harsh injustice to memhers of those groups unfortunate 
enough to be living in London in 1666. 82 In Constantinople it was the Latins who 
were blamed and persecuted. The difference was that Londoners were wrong: their 
fire was an accident; Byzantines were right: Latins had indeed set their city aflame. 
While the fire raged, Latins of every stripe packed their hags, gathered their families, 
and fled across the Golden Horn to the welcoming arms of the western knights. Ac
cording to Villehardouin, the refugees numhered 15,000, "and it was to he a great 
hoon to the crusaders that they crossed over." 83 Nicetas grieved that the fury of his 
countrymen unwittingly achieved the previously impossihle, reconciling Pisans with 
Venetians. 81 As a result, those Pisans who valiantly helped defend Constantinople 
in 1203 would enthusiastically help conquer it in 1204. 

The Third Fire: 12-13 April, 1204 

The third and last fire set by the crusaders in Constantinople was ignited on the 
night of 12-13 April 1204. That day the Latins had successfully entered the city 
near Petrion Gate, routed the Byzantine defenders there, and made camp in the deso

78 Ihid.174, 334-5. Three ofthe 87 churches were partially dest.royed and, after suhstantial repairs, 
ret.urned to use. Similar huildings in Constantinople, like the Myrelaion cburch, would have to wait 
until the Palaeologi for their restoration. 

79 Estimates, of course, vary. The hest informed put it at eitber 9.9 million or 10.8 million pounds. 
This includes only immediate loss of property, not suhsequent loss of rents and taxes, or charitahle 
outlays. Bell, Great. Fire in London (as n. 15) 223-9. 

80 Nicetas 555; MagouIias (as n. 1) 304. 
81 Bell, Great Fire of London (as n. 15) 4. 
82 Ihid., passim, esp. ]91-209. 
83 Villehardouin, sec. 205, I 210. 
84 Nicetas 552. 

lation left behind by the first fire. 85 Villehardouin recorded that some of the crusaders 
who had eneamped with Boniface of Montferrat, further east along the Golden Horn 
wall, were fearful of a nighttime Byzantine attack and, therefore, put nearhy huildings 
to the torch. Again Villehardouin claimed he did not know the men who set the 
fire. Gunther of Pairis hlamed "a (:ertain German count."S6 Nicetas confirms some 
of this, recording that the third fire broke out not far from Evergetes monastery, 
which is prohably where Boniface himself was quartered. 87 The wind was blowing 
from the west. 

The third crusader fire was the smallest blaze set hy the Westerners. According to 
Nicetas, the flames spread from near Evergetes through the lower elevations along 
the Golden Horn up to the Droungarios Gate, modern Odun Kapl. There it met the 
desolation left behind by the second fire in Perama and could progress no farther. 
Nicetas recorded no physieal casualty of the fire, although the damage to the effected 
area was surely profound. The Moslem quarter lay somewhere in that region. Beyond 
that it is impossihle to identify with certainty any specific structures which were lost. 88 

Unlike its predecessor, the third fire was not favored hy strong winds which could 
drive it up the steep hillsides to the south. The Monastery of Christ Pantocrator and 
its complex of churches survived unscathed only to he looted hy the crusaders the 
next day.89 It was, nevertheless, quite fierce. Since it destroyed a port area, the prop
erty damage must have been great. The area devastated hy the hlaze was approxi
mately 25 acres (10 ha). 

Human Costs 

With the exception of one remark hy Villehardouin, witnesses descrihed only struc
tural, not human, casualties of Constantinople's three fires. We should not be sur
prised. Buildings are the most visihle victims and the easiest to account for. Con
temporary accounts of the fires in London in 1666 and in Chicago in 1871 also spent 
little ink on human losses, saving their bitterest laments for the smoldering ruins of 
their prized structures. 90 For Constantinople, the second fire was far and away the 
most destructive of the three it suffered. The first and third occurred as results of 
attacks on the city during clearly defined hostilities. Residents, therefore, had some 
warning that disaster might come. The second fire, however, caught everyone by 
surprise. The crusaders and their hosts were still technically on good terms. With 
the exception of some understandahly disaffected former residents of Constantinople, 
no one on either side of the Golden Horn wanted the second fire to happen. To assess 
the human cost of all three fires, then, we must first turn our attention to the most 
destructive. 

Bound up in this prohlem is the size of Constantinople's pre-conflagration popu
lation. Villehardouin tried his hand at estimating the number twice. His figures multi

85 Queller, Fourth Crusade (as n. 12) 143-8. 

86 Villebardouin, sees., 245, 247, II 46-50; Gunther of Pairis (ed. Riant) I 101; see also Queller, 
Fourth Crusade (as n. 12) 216, n. 76. 

87 Nicetas 570. 

88 Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West (as n. 12) 380, n. 56, suggests that Mesarites' family
home was destroyed in the third fire. 

89 Gunther of Pairis (Riant) I 105-6. 

90 Cf. Bell, Great Fire of London (as n. 15) 210--29, and passim; J. W. Sheaban and G. P. Upton, 
The Great Conflagration. Chicago: Its Past, Present and Future (Chicago et al. 1871), passim. The 
latter devotes only a few pages to human costs. 
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chapels, and 13,200 houses in over 400 streets and courtS. 78 The total value of lost 
property in the British capital was approximately ten million pounds. 79 The number 
of houses and churches destroyed in Constantinople must have been comparable. The 
city on the Bosporus, of course, had many more monasteries than its sister on the 
Thames. But in Constantinople the total value of lost property must have been much 
greater than in London. The Byzantine capital was immensely wealthy, its churches 
and monasteries were filled with many kings' ransoms. As for the palaces destroyed, 
Nicetas tells us that they were "filled with every delight, abounding in riches, and 
envied by all." 80 To these we must add Constantinople's storehouse of priceless art 
treasures and ancient manuscripts, many of which were incinerated in the second 
fire. London had very little to compare with such losses-even John Donne's St. Paul's 
had fallen on hard times before its fiery demise. 81 In 1666 the Restoration was only 
six years old. Puritan disdain for opulence was still very active in London. In Con
stantinople, such a concept was foreign in the extreme. The value of lost property, 
then, was many times greater in Constantinople in 1203 than in London in 1666. 
Because of the differences in types of goods and property lost, and the currencies in 
which they were valued, fixing a modern monetary equivalent to the destruction in 
Constantinople would be very difficult, and probably meaningless. Nevertheless, it 
would be a figure measured in billions, not millions, of American dollars. 

The citizens of Constantinople reacted to the great fire just as Londoners would 
do four and a half centuries later: they blamed foreigners. In London the culprits 
were the French, Dutch, and any Catholic. Despite royal attempts to cool British 
heads, mob rule meted out harsh injustice to members of those groups unfortunate 
enough to be living in London in 1666. 82 In Constantinople it was the Latins who 
were blamed and persecuted. The difference was that Londoners were wrong: their 
fire was an accident; Byzantines were right: Latins had indeed set their city aflame. 
While the fire raged, Latins of every stripe packed their bags, gathered their families, 
and fled across the Golden Horn to the welcoming arms of the western knights. Ac
cording to Villehardouin, the refugees numbered 15,000, "and it was to be a great 
boon to the crusaders that they crossed over."!!3 Nicetas grieved that the fury of his 
countrymen unwittingly achieved the previously impossible, reconciling Pisans with 
Venetians. 84 As a result, those Pisans who valiantly helped defend Constantinople 
in 1203 would enthusiastically help conquer it in 1204. 

I'he Third Fire: 12-Ul April, 1204 

The third and last fire set by the crusaders in Constantinople was ignited on the 
night of 12-13 April 1204. That day the Latins had successfully entered the city 
near Petrion Gate, routed the Byzantine defenders there, and made camp in the deso

78 Ibid. 174, 334-5. Three of the 87 churches were partially destroyed and, after suhstantial repairs, 
returned to use. Similar buildings in Constantinople, like the Myrelaion church, would have to wait 
until the Palaeologi for their restoration. 

19 Estimates, of course, vary. The best informed put it at either 9.9 million or 10.8 million pounds. 
This includes only immediate loss of property, not subsequent loss of rents and taxes, or charitable 
outlays. Bell, Great Fire in London (as n. 15) 223-9. 

so Nicetas 555; MagouJias (as n. 1) 304. 
81 Bell, Great Fire of London (as n. 15) 4. 
82 Ibid., passim, esp. 191-209. 
83 Villehardouin, sec. 205, I 210. 
"., Nicetas 552. 
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lation left behind by the first fire. 85 Villehardouin recorded that some of the crusaders 
who had encamped with Boniface of Montferrat, further east along the Golden Horn 
waH, were fearful of a nighttime Byzantine attack and, therefore, put nearby buildings 
to the torch. Again ViIlehardouin claimed he did not know the men who set the 
fIre. Gunther of Pairis blamed "a certain German count." 86 Nicetas confirms some 
of this, recording that the third fire broke out not far from Evergetes monastery, 
which is probably where Boniface himself was quartered. 87 The wind was blowing 
from the west. 

The third crnsader fire was the smallest blaze set by the westerners. According to 
Nicetas, the flames spread from near Evergetes through the lower elevations along 
the Golden Horn up to the Droungarios Gate, modern Odun Kapl. There it met the 
desolation left behind by the second fire in Perama and could progress no farther. 
Nicetas recorded no physical casualty of the fire, although the damage to the effected 
area was surely profound. The Moslem quarter lay somewhere in that region. Beyond 
that it is impossible to identify with certainty any specific structures which were lost. 8l! 

Unlike its predecessor, the third fire was not favored by strong winds which could 
drive it up the steep hillsides to the south. The Monastery of Christ Pantocrator and 
its complex of churches survived unscathed only to be looted by the crusaders the 
next day. 89 It was, nevertheless, quite fierce. Since it destroyed a port area, the prop
erty damage must have been great. The area devastated by the blaze was approxi
mately 25 acres (10 ha). 

Human Costs 

With the exception of one remark by Villehardouin, witnesses described only struc
tural, not human, casualties of Constantinople's three fires. We should not be sur
prised. Buildings are the most visible victims and the easiest to account for. Con
temporary accounts of the fires in London in 1666 and in Chicago in 1871 also spent 
little ink on human losses, saving their bitterest laments for the smoldering ruins of 
their prized structures. 90 For Constantinople, the second fire was far and away the 
most destructive of the three it suffered. The first and third occurred as results of 
attacks on the city during clearly defined hostilities. Residents, therefore, had some 
warning that disaster might come. The second fire, however, caught everyone by 
surprise. The crusaders and their hosts were still technically on good terms. With 
the exception of some understandably disaffected former residents of Constantinople, 
no one on either side of the Golden Horn wanted the second fire to happen. To assess 
the human cost of all three fires, then, we must first turn our attention to the most 
destructive. 

Bound up in this problem is the size of Constantinople'S pre-conflagration popu
lation. Vil1ehardouin tried his hand at estimating the number twice. His figures multi

85 Queller, Fourth Crusade (as n. 12) 143-8. 

86 Villehardouin, secs., 245, 247, II 46-50; Gunther of Pairis (ed. Riant) I 101; see also Queller, 
Fourth Crusade (as n. 12) 216, n. 76. 

87 Nicetas 570. 

88 Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West (as n. 12) 380, n. 56, suggests that Mesarites' family 
home was destroyed in the third fire. 

89 Gunther of Pairis (Riant) I 105-6. 

90 Cf. Bell, Great Fire of London (as n. 15) 210-29, and passim; J. W. Sheahan and G. P. Upton, 
The Great Conflagration. Chicago: Its Past, Present and Future (Chicago et al. 1871), passim. The 
latter devotes only a few pages to human costs. 
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ply out to 1,600,000 and 4,000,000; both excessive. 91 Modern estimates are aU over 
the map.92 A. Andreades calculated it to have been between BOO,OOO and 1,000,000. 93 

Josiah Cox Russell asserted that no more than 200,000 people lived in the medieval 
city.94 Peter Charanis put the population between 500,000 and 1,000,000. David 
Jacoby figured it to be perhaps 250,000 but never more than 400,000. 95 This is not 
the place for an exhaustive analysis of the city's population size in 1203 or the pro
position of yet another figure. There is a need for a study which would take into 
account all contemporary witnesses, suggestive commercial documents, demographic 
factors, comparative data, and previous scholarship. Until that analysis is done, J will 
accept for the sake of this discussion the relatively conservative figure of 400,000. 
I am inclined to believe, and have elsewhere argued, that the population was actually 
twice that or more. Nonetheless, adopting the less controversial figure will, I hope, 
facilitate a more general acceptance of the following fatalities and homeless estimates. 
If future studies produce a different population figure, the following numbers can 
be adjusted somewhat. 

Previously we have noted the striking similarities between Constantinople's second 
fire in 1203 and London's Great Fire of 1666. We can now add population size as 
another probable parallel. London in 1665 had approximately 600,000 inhabitants. 
A plague that year killed 56,000, thus reducing the population to around 540,000 
on the eve of the fire. 96 London's conflagration raged for three days, waned on the 
fourth, and was largely extinguished on the fifth. It devastated an area almost exactly 
the size of the destruction in Constantinople. The final death tol1 in London is not 
exact, but the estimates are very close. The casualty figure reported to Charles II 
of those killed by fire or being trampled to death was zero. The London Gazette 
likewise reported that the Great Fire claimed no lives. When the Bills of Mortality 
were published, six people appeared on them. Walter George Bell estimated that far 
more died of expoure in London's refugee camps than in the actual fire. He suggested 
that perhaps one hundred died due to secondary causes. 97 This may seem miraculous, 
as it did to Londoners at the time, but it is, in fact, not unusual. Unlike buildings 
and goods, people can move, and when fire approaches they usually do. In Chicago's 
Great Fire of 1871 the death figures were higher, but that blaze was much fiercer 
than the fires which hit London and Constantinople. It raged across Chicago's densest 

91 Villehardouin, sec. 251, II 54, states that more than 400,000 men lived in the city. If wc include 
women and children the figure would approach 1,600,000. Elsewhere (sec. 163, I 164), he states that 
there were 200 people in the city for every onc crusader. The crusaders numbered approximately 
20,000 (ihid., sec. 251, II S4), thus suggesting a populatiou of 4,000,000. 

Q2 An excellent compilation of modern estimates can he found in: David Jacoby, La population 
de Constantinople al'epoque byzantine: un probleme de demographie urbainc, Byz 31 (1961) 82-3. 
and accompauying notcs. 

93 A. Andreades, De la population de Constantinople sous les empereurs byzantins, Metronl (1920) 
99, 101. 

94 J. Cox Russell, IJate Ancient and Medieval Populations (Philadelphia 1958) 99. 
95 P. Charanis, A Note on the Population and Cities of the Byzantine Empire in the Thirteenth 

Century, in: The Joshua Starr Memorial Volume (New York 1953) 137-8; Jacoby, La population de 
Constantinople (as n. 92) 107-9. 

96 Bell, Great Fire of London (as n. 15) 15. London was in area less than half the size of Constan
tinople, had a number of open areas, and used twin storey structures as its dominant means ofhousing. 
Its large population, therefore, cripples Jacoby's density coefficient calculations for Constantinople. 
La population de Constantinople (as n. 92) 102-9, esp. 105. 

97 Bell, Great Fire of London (as n. ] 5) 176-7; J. Bedford, London's Burning (London et al. 1966) 
186-7. 
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section in only thirty hours, covering 2,000 acres (B09 ha). Chicago's population in 
1871 was 334,000; total known dead numbered 250. 98 Most ofthese were concentrated 
in areas fIrst hit by the fire, where it swept down on residents "so suddenly and 
unexpectedly." 99 

In Constantinople the majority of the deaths resulting from the second fire must 
have occurred in the Latin quarters along the Golden Horn where the fire first struck. 
This may explain Villehardouin's assertion that many men, women, and children 
were killed in the blaze. 100 From his position on the other side of the river, those 
areas were the most visible, But he was not, however, close enough to witness actual 
deaths; those he must have inferred. Nicetas and the source for the Novgorod Chron
icle, both ofwhom were inside the city, refer to no fatalities at aIL Even the conscience
stricken Raimbaut de Vacqueiras worried that the crusaders would be punished by 
God, not for any loss of human life, but rather for the awful destruction of property. 101 

Total fatalities in the second fIre, then, were probably somewhere between the fire 
in London which took four days to do its work and that of Chicago which raced 
through the city in only one. The death toll in 1203, then, probably stood at somewhere 
near one hundred fifty people. 

The first and third fires did not add much to this figure. Both were acts of war 
and both were much smaller than the second fire. The first fire, which raged at least 
partially in a less densely populated area, probably did not kill more than fifty people. 
The third fIre, which destroyed the Moslem quarter and some surrounding commercial 
areas, caught no one by surprise. The fire-wielding crusaders were camped inside the 
city. Everyone was alive to the danger. Many were already packing away goods and 
preparing for flight even before Latin torches were put to buildings. 102 It would be 
odd, therefore, if more than ten people died in the third fire. It seems more likely 
that no one did. All in all, then, we can postulate that the three crusader fires in 
1203 and 1204 claimed, both directly and indirectly, approximately two hundred lives. 

The homeless figures were much greater. After describing the outbreak of the last 
fire, Villehardouin estimated that more houses were lost to flames than stood in the 
three largest cities in France. 103 It is undear whether Villehardouin meant that all 
three fires obliterated that many homes or just the last. Seholars have read it both 
ways, Andreades believed the marshal was referring only to the last fIre and, therefore, 
concluded that between 300,000 and 400,000 were made homeless in all three blazes. 104 

Russell assumed that Villehardouin was describing the losses of all the fires and, 
based on curious population estimates for the three largest French cities, suggested 
that no more than 50,000 ConstantinopoIitans lost their homes. l05 Neither analysis 
is satisfactory. If Villehardouin meant to include only the third fire in his comparison 
with French cities then he was greatly exaggerating. At only 25 acres, the third fire 

98 H. Kogan, Grander and Statelier than Ever ... , Chicago History 1 (1971) 236; E. L. Pierce, 
A History of Chicago (New York 1957) III (as n. 90) 5-6; Sheahan and Upton, The Great Conflagration50-1. 

99 Th. Mosher, Jr., A Trained Obscrver Sees the Fire, Chicago History I (1971) 215. 

100 Villehardouin, sec. 204, 1208-10. 

101 Linskill, Poems of Raimbaut (as n. 34) 226. 

102 Nicetas 571. 


103 "Et ce fu Ii tierz feus qui fn en Constantinople des que Ii Franc vindrent el plaia. Et plus ot 
ars maisons qu'iln'ait es trois plus granz citez del roialme de France." Villehardouin, sec. 247, II 50. 

I.,. Andreades, De la population de Constantinople (as n. 93) 100-1. 
lOS Russell, Late Ancient and Medieval Populations (as n. 94) 99. 
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'III~I ply out to 1,600,000 and 4,000,000; both excessive. 9] Modern estimates are aU over 
°'11 the map.92 A. Andreadcs calculated it to have been between 800,000 and 1,000,000. 93 

Josiah Cox Russell asserted that no more than 200,000 people lived in the medieval 
city.94 Peter Charanis put the population between 500,000 and 1,000,000. David 
Jacoby figured it to be perhaps 250,000 but never more than 400,000. 95 This is not 
the place for an exhaustive analysis of the city's population size in 1203 or the pro
position of yet another figure. There is a need for a study which would take into 
account all contemporary witnesses, suggestive commercial documents, demographic 
factors, comparative data, and previous scholarship. Until that analysis is done, I will 
accept for the sake of this discussion the relatively conservative figure of 400,000. 
I am inclined to believe, and have elsewhere argued, that the population was actually 
twice that or more. Nonetheless, adopting the less controversial figure will, I hope, 
facilitate a more general acceptance of the following fatalities and homeless estimates. 
If future studies produce a different population figure, the following numbers can 
be adjusted somewhat. 

Previously we have noted the striking similarities between Constantinople's second 
fire in 1203 and London's Great Fire of 1666. We can now add population size as 
another probable parallel. London in 1665 had approximately 600,000 inhabitants. 
A plague that year killed 56,000, thus reducing the population to around 540,000 
on the eve of the fire. 96 London's conflagration raged for three days, waned on the 
fourth, and was largely extinguished on the fifth. It devastated an area almost exactly 
the size of the destruction in Constantinople. The final death toll in London is not 
exact, but the estimates are very e1ose. The casualty figure reported to Charles II 
of those killed by fire or being trampled to death was zero. The London Gazette 
likewise reported that the Great Fire claimed no lives. When the Bills of Mortality 
were published, six people appeared on them. Walter George Bell estimated that far 
more died of expoure in London's refugee camps than in the actual fire. He suggested 
that perhaps one hundred died due to secondary causes. 97 This may seem miraculous, 
as it did to Londoners at the time, but it is, in fact, not unusual. Unlike buildings 
and goods, people can move, and when fire approaches they usually do. In Chicago's 
Great Fire of 1871 the death figures were higher, but that blaze was much fiercer 
than the fires which hit London and Constantinople. It raged across Chicago's densest 

91 Villehardouin, see. 251, II 54, states that more than 400,000 men lived in the city. If we include 
women and ehildren the figure would approach 1,600,()()0. Elsewhere (sec. 163, I 164), he states that 
there were 200 people in the city for every one crusader. The crusaders numhered approximately 
20,000 (ihid., sec. 251, II 54), thus suggesting a population of 4,OOO,()()0. 

92 An excellent compilation of modern estimates ean he found in: David Jacohy, La population 
de Constantinople II. l'epollue hyzantine: un probleme de demographie urhaine, Byz 31 (1961) 82-3. 
and accompanying notes. 

93 A. Andreades, De la population de Constantinople sous les empereurs hyzantins, Metron 1 (1920) 
99, 101. 

94 J. Cox Russell, Late Ancient and Medieval Populations (Philadelphia 1958) 99. 
95 P. Charanis, A Note on the Population and Cities of the Byzantine Empire in the Thirteenth 

Century, in: The Joshua Starr Memorial Volume (New York 1953) 137-8; Jacoby, La population de 
Constantinople (as n. 92) 107--9. 

96 Bell, Great Fire of London (as n. 15) 15. London was in area less than half the size of Constan
tinople, had a number of open areas, and used twin storey structures as its dominant means ofhousing. 
Its large population, therefore, cripples Jacohy's density coefficient calculations for Constantinople. 
La population de Constantinople (as n. 92) 102-9, esp. 105. 

97 Bell, Great Fire of London (as n. ]5) ]76-7;.T. Bedford, London's Burning (London et al. 1966) 
186-7. 

T. F. Madden, The fires in Constantinople, 1203-1204 

section in only thirty hours, covering 2,000 acres (809 ha). Chicago's population in 
1871 was 334,000; total known dead numbered 250. 98 Most of these were concentrated 
in areas fust hit by the fire, where it swept down on residents "so suddenly and 
unexpectedly." 99 

In Constantinople the majority of the deaths resulting from the 8econd fire must 
have occurred in the Latin quarters along the Golden Horn where the fire first struck. 
This may explain Villchardouin's assertion that many men, women, and children 
were killed in the blaze.]oo From his position on the other side of the river, those 
areas were the most visible, But he was not, however, close enough to witness actual 
deaths; those he must have inferred. Nicetas and the source for the Novgorod Chron
icle, both ofwhom were inside the city, refer to no fatalities at all. Even the conscience
stricken Raimbaut de Vacqueiras worried that the crusaders would be punished by 
God, not for any loss of human life, but rather for the awful destruction of property. 10] 

Total fatalities in the second fire, then, were probably somewhere between the fire 
in London which took four days to do its work and that of Chicago which raced 
through the city in only one. The death toll in 1203, then, probably stood at somewhere 
near one hundred fifty people. 

The first and third fires did not add much to this figure. Both were acts of war 
and both were much smaller than the second fue. The first fire, which raged at least 
partially in a less densely populated area, probably did not kill more than fifty people. 
The third fue, which destroyed the Moslem quarter and some surrounding commercial 
areas, caught no one by surprise. The fire-wielding crusaders were camped inside the 
city. Everyone was alive to the danger. Many were already packing away goods and 
preparing for flight even before Latin torches were put to buildings. \02 It would be 
odd, therefore, if more than ten people died in the third fire. It seems more likely 
that no one did. All in all, then, we can postulate that the three crusader fires in 
1203 and 1204 claimed, both directly and indirectly, approximately two hundred lives. 

The homeless figures were much greater. After describing the outbreak of the last 
fire, Villehardouin estimated that more houses were lost to flames than stood in the 
three largest cities in France.103 It is unclear whether Villehardouin meant that all 
three fues obliterated that many homes or just the last. Scholars have read it both 
ways. Andreades believed the marshal was referring only to the last fire and, therefore, 
concluded that between 300,000 and 400,000 were made homeless in all three blazes. 104 

Russell assumed that Villehardouin was describing the losses of all the fires and, 
based on curious population estimates for the three largest French cities, suggested 
that no more than 50,000 Constantinopolitans lost their homes. l05 Neither analysis 
is satisfactory. IfVilIehardouin meant to include only the third fire in his comparison 
with French cities then he was greatly exaggerating. At only 25 acres, the third fire 

98 H. Kogan, Grander and Statelier than Ever ... , Chicago History 1 (1971) 236; E. L Pierce, 
A History of Chicago (New York 1957) III (as n. 90) 5-6; Sheahan and Upton, The Great Conflagration50-1. 

99 Th. Mosher, Jr., A Trained Ohserver Sees the Fire, Chicago History] (1971) 215. 
100 Villehardouin, sec. 204, I 208-10. 
101 Linskill, Poems of Raimhaut (as n. 34) 226. 
102 Nicetas 571. 

103 "Et ce fn Ii tierz feus qui fu en Constantinople des que Ii Franc vindrcnt el plais. Et plus ot 
IUS waisons qu'il n'ait es trois plus gram! eitez del roialllle de France." Villehardouin, sec. 247, II 50. 

104 Andreades, De la population de Constantinople (as n. 93) 100-1. 
lOS Russell, Late Ancient and Medieval Populations (as n. 94) 99. 
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was too small. Paris alone far outsized it. If, on the other hand, he meant that all 
three fires produced such devastation, then he may not have been far from the mark. 
The population of the three largest cities in France in 1204 was somewhere between 
150,000 and 200,000. 106 These figures compare favorably to the number of homeless 
generated by the great fires of London and Chicago. According to John Evelyn, who 
surveyed the damage in London, "200,000 people of all ranks and degrees ... rwere] 
lying along by their heaps of what they could save from the fire, deploring their loss 
••• " 107 This was an estimate; Evelyn made no headcount. Some of those he saw were 
undoubtedly not really homeless, but rather refugees of dangerous situations in which 
their homes could have been destroyed, but in the end were not. A figure for London 
of 125,000, then, is not unreasonable. In Chicago the homeless were counted; they 
numbered around 90,000. 108 The second fire in Constantinople, then, probably claimed 
the homes of approximately 100,000 people-Nicetas was one ofthem. The two smaller 
fires in less densely populated areas probably added an additional 30,000 or so. Al
together, then, we can estimate that the three crusader fires left approximately 
130,000 citizens homeless. If the total population was 400,000, then roughly one-third 
of the city had lost their primary residence as a result of Latin pyrotechnics. But if 
Constantinople was more populous, the homeless figures themselves would not rise 
in direct proportion. Like London, Constantinople's densest regions were filled to 
capacity. A larger population would mean wider dense regions, not more tightly 
packed ones. Therefore a more populous city would mean more whose homes escaped 
the blazes because the fires did not reach them. The number of homeless would, of 
course, be greater in a larger city, but not by a one-to-one ratio. The exact relationship 
would require precise density figures for the city. Nonetheless, rough estimates are 
possible. If Constantinople's population was 600,000, then perhaps one-quarter were 
made homeless, at 800,000 about one-fifth, and at 1,000,000 approximately one-sixth. 
Some of these left the city after their loss, but most, as in London, would have set 
up make-shift shelters in the ruins of their old neighborhoods. When the crusaders 
entered the city on 12 April 1204, the residents of these tent villages would have 
been the first to flee. Their sparse possessions and transient lifestyle gave them a mo
bility which their more fortunate neighbors lacked. They had little to lose and nothing 
to fight for. Much of Constantinople's legendary will to resist evaporated in the hope
less landscape of those pitiable camps. 

As devastating as the three fires were, we must remember that most of the city 
remained untouched. Abbot Martin of Pairis exaggerated when he reported to Gunther 
that one-third of the city was destroyed by the fires. 109 Today it is common to hear 
that one-half of Constantinople burned down in the crusader frres. The remark orig
inated with Edwin Pears, who probably took it from the Devastatio. no It has since 
resonated through successive scholarship; Russell even incorrectly attributed it to 
Villehardouin. 1I1 It should be abandoned. As we have seen, the first fire destroyed 

106 Charanis, A Note on the Populat.ion and Cities of the Byzantine Empire (as n. 95) 137~~8. 
107 Bell, Great Fire of London (as n. 15) 181. 
lOR Sheahan and Upton, The Great Conflagration (as n. 90) 51. 
109 Gunther of Pairis (Riant) I 102. 
no Devastatio 89; Pears, Fall of Constantinople (as n. 26) 359. 
III Russell, Late Ancient and Medieval Populations (as n. 94) 99; cf. Andreades. De la population 

de Constantinoplc (as n. 93) 101; Charanis, A Notc in the Population and Cities of the Byzantine 
Empire (as n. 95) 137-8; Brand, Byzantium Confronts the W"st (as n. 12) 257; Godfrey, 1204 
(as n. 27), 124. 

approximately 125 acres, the second 450 acres, and the third 25 acres. Altogether, 
then, about 600 acres (243 ha) were laid waste. Constantinople's area within the walls 
was approximately 3,500 acres (1,416 ha). Therefore, in area, the fires burnt down 
about one-sixth of the city. The percentage of the city's dwellings lost was at most 
one-third, and may have been as low as one-sixth. 

Constantinople suffered mightily under the torches of thc westerners. The material 
and human costs were vast. They form essential elements in any understanding of 
the Fourth Crusade or late medieval Constantinople. The immensity of the subsequent 
capture and sack of the city sometimes eclipses in medieval and modern eyes the 
terrible blows New Rome sustained before she was laid low hy her western co-relig
ionists. For Nicetas, who lost so much in both fire and sack, the two events were 
merely different sides of the same barharous Latin coin. In his eloquent lament for 
Constantinople, he addressed his city as a bride, thus comparing the westerners to 
her new unworthy groom. 

If these implacable and crazed suitors neither fashioned a bridal chamber 
for you, nor lit a nuptial torch for you, did they not, however, ignite the 
coals of destruction? ... 0 City, formerly enthroned on high, striding far 
and wide, magnificent in comeliness and more hecoming in stature; now your 
luxurious garments and elegant royal veils are rent and torn; your flashing 
eye has grown dark, and you are like an aged furnace woman all covered with 
soot ... 1l2 

112 Nieetas 567-7; Magoulias (as n. 1) 317. 
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in direct proportion. Like London, Constantinople's densest regions were filled to 
capacity. A larger population would mean wider dense regions, not more tightly 
packed ones. Therefore a more populous city would mean more whose homes escaped 
the blazes because the fires did not reach them. The number of homeless would, of 
course, be greater in a larger city, but not by a one-to-one ratio. The exact relationship 
would require precise density figures for the city. Nonetheless, rough estimates are 
possible. If Constantinople's population was 600,000, then perhaps one-quarter were 
made homeless, at 800,000 about one-fifth, and at 1,000,000 approximately one-sixth. 
Some of these left the city after their loss, but most, as in London, would have set 
up make-shift shelters in the ruins of their old neighborhoods. When the crusaders 
entered the city on 12 April 1204, the residents of these tent villages would have 
been the first to flee. Their sparse possessions and transient lifestyle gave them a mo
bility which their more fortunate neighbors lacked. They had little to lose and nothing 
to fight for. Much of Constantinople's legendary will to resist evaporated in the hope
less landscape of those pitiable camps. 

As devastating as the three fires were, we must remember that most of the city 
remained untouched. Abbot Martin of Pairis exaggerated when he reported to Gunther 
that one-third of the city was destroyed by the fires. 109 Today it is common to hear 
that one-half of Constantinople burned down in the crusader fires. The remark orig
inated with Edwin Pears, who probably took it from the Devastatio. lIO It has since 
resonated through successive scholarship; Russell even incorrectly attributed it to 
Villehardouin. III It should be abandoned. As we have seen, the first fire destroyed 

106 Charanis, A Note on the Population and Cities of the Byzantine Empire (as n. 95) 137-8. 
101 Bell, Great Fire of I~ondon (as n. 15) 18l. 
108 Sheahan and Upton, The Great Conflagration (as n. 90) 5L 
1M Gunther of Pairi. (Riant) I 102. 
110 Devastatio 89; Pears, Fall of Constantinople (as n. 26) 359. 
III Russell, Late Ancient and Medieval Populations (as n. 94) 99; cf. Andreades. De la population 
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the Fourth Crusade or late medieval Constantinople. The immensity ofthe subsequent 
capture and sack of the city sometimes eclipses in medieval and modern eyes the 
terrible blows New Rome sustained before she was laid low by her western co-relig
ionists. For Nicetas, who lost so much in both fire and sack, the two events were 
merely different sides of the same barbarous Latin coin. In his eloquent lament for 
Constantinople, he addressed his city as a bride, thus comparing the westerners to 
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Hlachernae Hill structures 

Map 
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1203. 

-  -~ 

Map 
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Comments 

Mentioned by Nicel.as in 
events of 1204. 

Probable 12th e. foundation. 

d Probable 12th c. foundation. 
~f-

Foundation: ca. 1120. e 

f Central struct.ure foundation: 
11th or 12th c. 

Occupied by Latin clergy 
after 1204. 

g 

Palace occupied by Henry 
of Flanders in 1204. 
Churches remained popular 
pilgrimage sites in Palaeo· 
logan period. 

Reference 

Muller· Wiener, Pl" 188-fl9 

Reference 

Nicetas, Pl'. 568, 570; 
Muller· Wiener, pp. 140-2. 

A. M. Schneider, Ryzanz, in 
Istanbuler Forschungcn 8 
(1936), pp. 53-54, Taf. 8/1. 

Muller.Wiener, pp. 204-5. 


Robert Ousterhout, The 

Architecture of Kariye 

Caruii in Istanhul 

(Washington, 1987), 

Pl" 15-32. 


Muller· Wiener, pp. 132-35. 


Janin, GE, pp. 422-23. 


Villehardouin, scc. 245, 

II, p. 48; Janin, «Les sallc, 

tuaires.» pp. 151-55; 

Majeska, pp. 333-37. 


Destroyed by Second Fire 

Map 
Location ID Comments Reference 

i In Sphorakioll district.. Nicetas, p. 587.Palace of Nicetas Choniatcs 
-'-1

See discussion in text. 
 Nicctas, p. 554; Ville· 

hardouin, sec. 204, I, 
p. 208; Chronicle of 
Novgorod, p. 45. 

-

Sec discussion in text. 
 Nicetas, p. 555 


-

Nicetas, p. 555; Janin, CR, 
pp.344-45. 

-. 

See discussion in text. 
 Nicetas, p. 555; Miiller· 

Wiener, pp. 255. 

See discussion in I ext. 
 Nicetas, p. 555. 

-

At Port of Sophia. 
 Nieelas, p. 555; Janin, CB 

pp.326-27. 


Damaged by fire ca. 1203. 
 Cecil L. Striker, The 

Myrelaion (Bodrum Camii) 

in Istanbul (Prin(,,cton, 

198]), pp. 28-29. 
_ ...--' 

See discussion in text.. 
-

Buildings near Hagia Sophia 

Mese Street (Milion to Portio 
cocs of Domninocs) 

Porticoes of Domninoes j 

Forum of Constantine 

Hippodrome periphery 

Tower of Boukinon 

Myrelaion Church k 

Church of St. Anastasia j 
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(1936), pp. 53-54, Tar. 8/1. 
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.~1----

Kariye Camii 
 Foundation: ca. 1120. Robert Ousterhout, The 

Architecture of Kariye 
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f Central structure foundation: Muller· Wiener, pp. 132-35. 
Pammacaristos (Fethiye 
Monastery of the Virgin 
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Occupied by Latin clergy Janin, GE, pp. 422-23. 

the Baptist (Prodromos) 
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after 1204. 
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Palace occupied by Henry 
of Flanders in 1204. 
Churches remained popular 
pilgrimage sites in Palaeo· 
logan period. 

Rlachernae Hill structures Villehardouin, sec. 245, 

II, p. 48; Janin, «Les sane· 

tuaires.» pp. 151-55; 

Majeska, pp. 333-37. 
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Map 
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i In Sphorakion district.Palace of Nicetas Choniates Nicetas, p. 587. 
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See discussion in text.Buildings near Hagia Sophia Nicetas, p. 554; Ville· 
hardouin, sec. 204, I, 
p. 208; Chronicle of 
Novgorod, p. 45. 

Mese Street (Milion to Portio See discussion in text. Nicelas, p. 555 
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Forum of Constantine See discussion in text. Nicetas, p. 555; Muller· 
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Myrelaion Church k Damaged by fire ca. 1203. Cecil L. Striker, The 
Myrelaion (Bodrum Camii) 
in Istanbul (Princcton, 
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Survived Second Fire 

Map 
Location ID Comments 

r----
Hagia Sophia and Atrium may have been 

Patriarchal Palace 
 damaged. See discussion in 

text. 

--- -~-
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with events of 12-13 April 
1204. Survived until 15th c. 

The Milion 
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I. Abteilu~92 

Survived Second Fire 

Map 
Location ID Comments 

,----
Hagia Sophia and Atrium may have been 

Patriarchal Palace 
 damaged. See discussion in 

text. 

T~ F. Madden, The fires in Co~;~~tinopl~:-i20H2M----------~~ 

Reference 

Nicetas, p. 554; I 


Villehardouin, sec. 204, I, 

p. 208; Chronicle of 

Novgorod, p. 45. 


Numerous structures Muller-Wiener, pp. 258-65, 
. Theodosius) 

Forum Tauri (Forum of 
survived. See discussion in I 
text. 

Four tetrarchs survived; Miiller-Wiener, pp. 266-67 

transported to Venice. 


Philadelphion 

I Plundcred in 1204; surviv- Anonymous of Halber
at the Hippodrome 

Church of St. Euphcmia 

stadt, I, p. 21; Majeska, ed until at least 1390. 
p.143. 

Still extant. Miiller-Wiener, pp. 177-83 

(Kiicuk Ayasofya Camii) 

SS. Sergius and Bacchus m 

~r 

Constantinople 
FirstFire. 17-18July 1203 

~ SecondFire. 19-20Aug. 1203 

IlIIllllll Third Fire, 12-13 Aprll 1204 

Om 

Sea ofMarmara 

12th c. foundation. Still Miiller-Wiener, pp. 153-58 

extant. 


n, Kalenderhane Camii 

5th or 6th c. foundation. Miiller-Wiener, pp. 98-99.0Balaban Aga Mescidi Map Key 
Survived until 1911. _ .. --_. a. Odalar Camii 

j. Porticoes of Domninoes/St. AnastasiaPlundered in 1204. Still Miiller-Wiener, pp. 76-·78.Church of the Virgin p h. Monastery of Christ Evergetes k. Myrelaion Churchextant.Chalkoprateia (Aeem Aga 
c. Aykapl Church , Mescidi) I. St. Euphemia at the Hippodrome
d. Seyh Murad Mescidir---' m. SS. Sergius and Bacchus 

J anin, GE, pp. 20--22; idem Foundation before 1200. Monastery of the Resur e. Kariye Camiiq n. Kalenderhane Camii « Lee sanctuaires,»See discussion in text.reetion (Anastasis) f_ Monastery of the Virgin Pamma o. Balahan Aga Mescidi pp.162-63. caristos 
p. Church of the Virgin Chalkoprateia 

g. Monastery of St. John the Baptist q. Monastery of the Resurrection
h. "Mitaton'" Mosque 

r. Monastery of Christ Pantocrator
i. Palace of Nicetas Choniates 

-----~--

Mentioned in connection Nicetas, p. 554, 572; 
with events of 12-13 April 

The Milioll 
Mango, Brazen House, 

1204. Survived until 15th c. pp. 47-48; Miiller-Wiener, ' 
pp. 216--18.I 

Column and equestrianrTh~A"g""O;"n 
statue of Justinian survived 
until 15th c. 

Clan, sec. 86, p. 86; 
Majcska, pp. 137, 184; 
Gilles, p. 105; Miiller-
Wiener, pp. 248-49. 
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